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LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James ,V. Clark) - i 
Volume 3: 
34. Holy Rosary Medical Center (6/22/89; 7/24/89; 7/25/89; 7/27/89; 8/7/89; 
8/28/89; 8/30/89; 7/9/96; 8/15/96; 1/5/97; 12/9/03; 1/13/06; 8/4/06; 9/6/06; 
2/6/07; 8/7/07; 2/6/08; 2/19/08; 2/27/08; 10/01/09. 
35. Claimant's Arrest History 
36. Claimant's Sex Offender Registry Information 
37. Sub Rosa Investigative Report and DVD 
38. SAIF Worker's Compensation Claim Records 
Volume 4: 
39. Idaho Department of Correction 
a. Medical History & Screening (3/12/97 - 3/14/97; 10/31/00) 
b. Inmate Medical Information form (11/23/00 - 12/30/02) 
c. Offender Medical Status Report (3/24/97 - 6/21/01) 
d. Physician's Orders (3/17/97 - 10/6/03) 
e. Interdisciplinary Progress Notes (8/13/97 - 10/6/03) 
f. Outpatient Treatment Records (3/17/97 - 1/25/020 
g. Report of Physical Examination (3/14/97 - 10/31/00) 
h. Medical Request Form (4/2/97 - 8/10/98; 18118/02 [sic]) 
1. Disciplinary Segregation Medical Documentation (11/11/98 - 7/2/01; 
7/21!?; 7/241? - 7/27/7; 9/12/7 - 9/2717) 
J. Health Services Request Co-Pay Form (11/9/00 - 10/2/03) 
k. Medical Request Disposition/Response (11/9/01; 4/15/02; 5/27/03) 
1. Transfer/Receiving Medical Screening Forms (411/97; 8/6/97; 2/4/03) 
m. Ophthalmic Record (10/24/02) 
n. Radiology Group (10/27/97; 1/30/02) 
o. St. AI's Outpatient Physician Order-Diagnostic Testing (10/22/02; 
11/4/02) 
p. Lab Reports (3114/97 7/31/02) 
q. Medication Administration Records (3/24/97 - 9/11/03) 
r. Medication Consent Form (8/6/01; 9/20/01) 
s. Release of Responsibility (12/11/01) 
t. Receipt for Medical Product (12/17/02) 
u. Information Report re Back Injury (5/11/97) 
v. NICI Medical Lay-In (7/15/97 -7/16/97) 
w. Intake Mental Health Screening 
x. Referral to Mental Health (11/8/00 - ?) 
y. Psychiatric Evaluation (1/2/98 & 9/8/03) 
z. Psychotropic Medication Report (7/31/01; 12/4/01) 
aa. Immunizations (3/12/97 - 11/18/02) 
bb. Problem List (7/98 - 7/23/02) 
cc. Medical Diet Authorization (11/16/98 - 4/18/02) 
dd. Inmate Information Sheet (4/1/97) 
ee. Inmate Concern (3/18/97 -7/31/98) 
ff. Account History Report 
gg. Acute Self-Limiting Problems (4/3/97; 7/16/97) 
hh. Offender Track (11/15/950 11/13/98) 
ii. Intrasystem Transfer Form (11/15/00 - 2/4/03) 
jj. Referral Tracking Record (11/11/97) 











































kk. Inmate food 'ce Worker Clearance (11/17/00) 
11. Social Security Disability Request for Information (6/23/03) 
mm. Population Information Sheet (10/31/00; 11/17/00; 1/15/03) 
nn. Jan O. Dahlin, M.D. Records (7/15/96 - 8/15/96) 
00. Valley Family Health Care (11/19/98 - 8/27/99) 
40. February 15,2007, Arugus Observer Article 
Additional Documents: 
Depositions: 
1. Deposition of James W. Clark taken October 18,2010 
2. Deposition of Larry Robb taken November 15,2010 
3. Deposition of Jewel Owen taken December 9, 2010 
4. Deposition of Robert Hansen, M.D. taken December 17, 2010 
5. Deposition of Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D. taken February 24,2011 
6. Deposition of Douglas N. Crum, C.D.M.S. taken February 24, 2011 
7. Deposition of Richard W. Wilson, M.D. taken March 2,2011 
Briefs: 
8. Claimant's Post-Hearing Brief, filed March 31, 2011 
9. Claimant's Amended Brief, filed April 1,2011 
10. Defendant's Post hearing Brief, filed May 13,2011 
11. Claimant's Brief, (11 pages and 25 pages) filed May 27,2011 
12. Claimant's Responsive Post-Hearing Brief, filed May 31, 2011 
13. Claimant's Brief, filed May 31,2011 
14. Correspondence from June 30, 2008 through May 2,2012: 
• Letter to James Clark from lIC, dated July 9, 2008 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from State Insurance Fund, dated July 15,2008 
• Copy of Letter to James Clark from State Insurance Fund, dated July 28,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated August 6, 2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan Hull, dated August 15, 2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan Hull, dated August 15,2008 
• Letter to James W. Clark from lIC, dated August 19,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated September 10,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated September 24, 2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated October 20,2008 






• Fax cover letter to lIC with unsigned Response to Claimant's Request for Mediation, 
dated December 29,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 6, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 6, 2009 
• Copy ofletter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 21,2009 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, w/enclosures, dated January 23, 
2009 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 27,2009 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from Alan Hull, dated February 4, 2009 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James \V. Clark) - iii 
• Letter to IIC from M. O'Bar, dated February 11,2 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 13,2009 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 25, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated February 27, 2009 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated February 27, 2009 
• Letter to IIC from Alan K. Hull, dated March 3, 2009 
• Letter to James W. Clark from Referee Donohue, dated May 1, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated May 7, 2009 
• Letter to IIC from Alan K. Hull, dated June 10,2009 
• Letter to Referee Donohue from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated August 25, 
2009 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated August 26, 2009 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 28,2009 
• Letter to James Clark from Counsel for Defendants, dated August 28,2009 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated November 13,2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 8, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated January 7,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated February 9, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 3,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated March 13, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated June 172010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 25,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 12,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 26,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated October 6, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Alan K. Hull, dated October 7,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated October 11,2010 
• Letter to Commissioners Maynard, Limbaugh and Baskin from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated 
November 4,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 5, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated November 5,2010 
., Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 8, 2010 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 9, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 9, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 12,2010 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 12,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 16, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 17,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated November 22, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, filed November 23,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 30, 2010 
• Faxed letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 7,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 8, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 13,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 14,2010 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - iv 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 15,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 20,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 21, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 23,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 18,2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 28,2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 7, 2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 23,2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 8, 2011 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 21,2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 6, 2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 13,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 7, 2011 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 31,2012 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 31,2012 
• Letter to Referee from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 2,2012 
• Copy of Letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 8, 2012 
• Letter to IIC from Luker to lIC, dated May 8,2012 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 23,2012 
• Letter to IIC from Luker to lIC, dated June 7, 2012 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 13,2012 
Other: 
15. Exhibits to Claimant's 9th Continuation of Documents and Things, dated and filed 





Continuation of medical records for consideration on claimant's claim of April 17, 2008, 
dated and filed March 29, 2011, (found at page 1041 of the Agency's Record). 
Claimant's Requests for Additional Documents No.3, 4 and 5 in Notice of Appeal: The 
Industri~l Commission has no knowledge of what release forms and letters were used to 
obtain particular medical records. Therefore, it is unknown whether this information is 
included in the Agency's Record. 
Claimant's Request for Additional Documents No.6 in the Notice of Appeal: There is no 
such Complaint in the Agency's Record. Original Complaint was filed July 2, 2008, and 
is found on page 1 of the Agency's record. 
Claimant's Request for Additional Documents No. 8 in the Notice of Appeal: 
Information regarding Dr. Steinberg is located in Joint Exhibit 4. 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - v 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMM~SSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
James W Clark 
Claimant, appellant 
v . 
. CRYBABY FOODS LLC 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND 
Surety, 
Diffidence, Respondents. 
SC Docket nO.40016-2012 
I.C. No. 2008-013505 
MOTION FOR NEW 
HEARING 
BASED ON NEW 
FINDINGS OF FACTS 
The claimant is asking for a new hearing and is asking fair ligancy if this 
motion has been file late due to claimant's ignorance to the rule and 
time line. The claimant has been overwhelm and is still trying his best 
to follow the guidelines to the best of my ability that I the injured 
worker has had to learn from the clear violations of rules on the 
daimants past attorney Lynn luker and the state fund and the 
deifendants attorneys lies on the clear undue stress that the claimant 
has had to go through to bring these issues to the court of appeal. 
The claimant is requesting based on facts and proof the commission did 
not let the claimant know what his option was on the commission"s 
decision of there finding of facts and conclusion of laws. With this 
document from the law office of Goicoechea law Office shows that the 
statement made in the finding of fact and conclusions of law was infect 
a lie for claimant's opinion as claimant said in his filing on Jun 27 2012 
that that statement was to help, lynn Luker/Attorney/legislator in 
regards to claimants two time quitter of an attorneys lien. With the 
ED 
07/04/2012 WED 13:51 [TX/RX NO 77 I~~~ 
/ 
Jul04121247p James Clark -258-1619 
two documents and other documents sent for reconsideration will 
allow the claimant to also show the clear act of abuse of authority 
commented by the commission and all other person other than 
claimants Doctors statement that must be taken back because of the 
harm that they have cause my daughter or will cause my daughter 
p.2 
with private health records from counseling and physiatrists record that 
as of July 4 2012 the state fund still have no rights to have. and with 
new evidence had no right to mention our attack my family that had 
nothing to do with my claim in any way shape our form and to also 
allow the state fun lie to the commission in defendants Affidavit in 
support of motion to compel set 2008 that by law defendant canlt get 
claimants privet health records install claimant sync HIPPA privet 
release forms and even after claimant Inform the commission of this 
finding that the state fun infect already had these record and infarct did 
not perfect these records after getting them in the false way they did. 
The commission continued to let the state fund lie and take advantage 
and the defendants ate up the fact the commission would not do 
anything about their dear violations of the RULES professional conduct 
being done to the claimant and it shows thee clear abouse of authority 
bye mr donahue to alow it to go on knowing how he was going to tail 
the altiment fairy tale story of a lie of a claumants life not on fact of 
finding but on emotions do to clamaint fHings through april of 2008 tell 
my attorney took over on why was he allowing the state fund to tke 
advantage of claimant. 
/323 
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LYNN M LUKER/ATTORNEY/LEGISLATOR AND THE IDAHO STATE 
INSURANCE FUND AND /AND THE LAW OFFICE OF ANDERSON, JULIAN 
& HULL LLP FROM BOISE IDAHO CLEARLY VIOLATED THE CLAIMANTS 
DUE PROCESS AND A CLEAR VIOLATION OF RULE 14 ATTORNEY 
WITHDRAW. 
VIOLATION: LYNN M LUKER/ATTOHNEY/LEGISLATOR SENTTO THE 
COMMISSION ON DEC 23 2010 RECOGNITION OF HIS GRANTED 
WITHDRAW OF ATTORNEY THEN ON DEC 26 CLAIMANT HIRED LYNN M 
LUKER/ATTORNEY/LEGISLATOR TO FINNISH THE DEPOSITORS OF 
CLAIMANTS COUNSELOR AND PSYCHE WHO HAVE NOT BEEN DONE YET 
BUT HAD ALREADY BEEN SET TO DO ON DEC 31 2010. THEN BOTH LAW 
FIRMS AGAIN TRY TO GET ME TO SETTLE. IT WAS NOT ABOUT MONEY 
TO fV1E BUT ONLY TO GET THE HELP I NEED TO DEAL WITH PTSD. THAT 
IS 100% WORK RELATED. 
MR:. DOUGLAS DONOHUE THE REFEREE AN AUTHOR OF THE REPORT OF 
CU~IMANTS FINAL ORDER OF FINDING OF FACTS AND CONCLUSION OF 
LAW ON MAY 2 2012 FOR YOU TO CHANGE THE WORDING OF A 
MEDICAL RESPONDENTS TEAM OF APRIL 172008 TO HELP THE STATS 
INSURANCE FUNDS CLAIM THAT MY LIFE FLIGHT TO THE HOSPITAL 
THAT DAY WAS NOT 100% RELATE TO MY INJURY THAT ALMOST TOOK 
MY LIFE AND ARM AND I AM VERY BLESSED I AM STILL ALIVE. HOW 
YOU ARE SAY THE STATE FUND HAS DONE NO WRONG IN THE 
HANDLING OF CLAIMANTS CLAIM WHEN CLEARLY THE STATE FUND 
VIOLATED CLAIMANT DOU PROCESS UNDER IDAPA. 17 TITLE 08 
CHAPTER 2. 
07/04/2012 WED 13: 51 [TXlRX NO 7750 J I4J 003 
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IDAPA 17.03 GOOD FAITH OFFER, STATE v. MALACH 174 NEB. 190 
(1962) THE STATE FUND CLEARLY DID NOT GIVE THE CLAIMANT ANY 
TIME TO RESPOND TO A REQUEST. 
p.4 
THE STATE FUND CLEARLY DID NOT HAVE A RIGHTTO THE RECORD 
THAT MS OWEN WITH THE STATE FUND SENT FOR ON AUGUST 1 ST, 7TH 
& 11 OF 2008 AND RECEIVED AND SENT THOSE PRIVET HEALTH 
RECORDS TO THERE HIRED DOCTOR MR. DONOHUE THAT AGAIN 
CLEARLY THE STATE FUND WAS NOT TO HAVE IN THERE PERCUSSION 
YET. 
Tlhe clamant has an appeal before the Idaho state court of appeal and 
Mr. Lynn luker/attorney/legislator who quit twice on the injured 
worker is a part of claimants appeal off ineffective assistance of counsel 
and the clear violation of the rules of professional Conduct under the 
Idaho state Industrial commissions rules of guidelines, and a clear 
violation set in place by the Idaho state Bar association in claimants 
opinion. Lynn luker/ Attorney/Legislature lean has $3,823.88 that the 
state insurance fund has still not paid that the commission ordered to 
have set aside tell the lien is settled by briefs IF GRANTED CLAIMANT 
WOULD LIKE FOR THE COMMISSION DECISION TO BE PUT ON HOLD 
TELL AFTER APPEAL. 
The claimant fil1s the commissions used a clear act of abuses of 
authority knowing that the commission cannot be held accountable for 
their actions our statements our any other abuse of authority that they 
may commit. 
07/04/2012 WED 13:51 [TX/RX NO 7750] I4J004 
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The claimants attorney fee was clearly a part of claimants hearing of 
nova 18 2010 and fifls the commission with the abuse of authority 
knowing that if uncover that the commission cannot be held 
accountable for their action. Claimant fills that the commissioner 
referee Mr. Douglas Donahue made a statement in his final order of 
finding of fact and conclusion of laws was for the soul purpose to 
benefited Lynn M luker/attorney/legislator in regard to the attorney 
lien that Mr. luker filed against the claimant after the first time he quit 
that sets on the 15set that handles the dealing of the running of the 
industrial commission witch claimant just found out recently. If 
knowing that before I rehired Mr. luker back just days after the 
commission's order granting withdraw the claimant would not have 
allow Mr. luker to talk his way back in and then to quit again was to 
keep Lynn M luker name out of a filing of the courts. 
In the opinion of the claimant Mr. Donahue should not have allowed 
the state fund to close the claim and to allow the state fund to write a 
letter to the claimant stating claimants claim is paid in full when it is not 
pay in full for the claimant fills the attorney issue is still part of the 
hearing. 
Mr. Donahue did not do his findings of facts based on the true findings 
of facts and conclusion of law. 
Claimants opinion is the Mr. Donahue based his finding of facts on 
emotions do to the letters of filing the claimant has filed with the way 
Mr. Donahue was handling my claim. 
07/04/2012 WED 13: 51 [TXlRX NO 7750] I4J 005 
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Lynn luker has continued to disobey two of commission orders by 
claimant to produce document req uested by way of two extensions of 
time so claimant can respond properly to attorney lean granted. 
Mr. Luker has done nothing over the last couple of months but to cause 
undue stress brought on why? The claimant requested a couple of 
receipt based on statements inert in Lynn luker Brief. 
As of the26th day Jun 2012 Lynn luker has still not complied to the 
commissions order and due to his continue delay and due to the fact 
the claimant only has tell July 7 2012 to respond claimant has no choice 
but to ask the commission to set aside their decision tell the outcome 
of the appellate courts discussion. 
The only person that will be affected in this request is the claimant and 
the hardship that Lynn luker has caused the claimant. fn claimant's 
opinion and the actions the Lynn luker is doing clearly shows that he is 
not hurting for money for Mr. Luker went back to the legislation. 
Due to the time period claimant is requesting an emergency response 
to claimant's motion. 
/3';)7 
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that commission/referee Donahue was using in his fairy tale story of 
first impression readers of claimants life that claimant just found out 
has infect already public record that the state fund final desiccation 
filed May 2 2012. A copy of this letter was also sent to the party's letter 
that claimant has sent to show why. Claimant is asking for a emergence 
hearing on this matter. 
A true and correct copy of this letter has been sent to the following by 
way of fax. 
Lynn m Luker/attorney/legislator 1-208-375-0501 
Attorneys for defendant's Rachael Q'bar /Mr. hull 1-208-344-5510 
Industrial commission; 1-208-332-7558 
Syed and dated on the 4th day of July 2012 
_--;T--_~? 
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James Wtdler Clftik 
 
Oy aaby Food .. 
4/J7/08 
To Whom It MIlY Concern: 
0-258-1619 
The State I~~ 'Ft1nd ~ the workeR ~pcnAllCM1 c;urler for Oy Baby Foods lit whieh 
Jamt:ta WaJl.c:r Cla:rk bas filed an industrial ,Iaim. 
The: Stll~ llUWItl1u Fund is ~ mtmber of tJu:-lSO C!alm Searc.h (ISO) ~*m. We: have iecc:i~ 
l.nfllumation fuan lSO tllat 10Q have also reponed wQ!I'bvs eOmp;.!Ull1iQn ct.ims (01' J.uDC:I 
Walta' Cluk on May 9. 2005. f'cbmiIrY J 3. 2006. anti Auwm J ~ 2005. 
Enclo;ed tS a. dgQt!d And 'da~ macfie1il tele.ue ~ PI~ farwud UlpieS of all p~l 
nlledical ~ izt tt:fere.tJCe 10 the dabn rcportDd.1O ISO. Subm.il chi, wQf'mation to the STAn 
INSURANCE FUND, J2U WEST STATS STREST, BOX &3720. BOISE. IDAHO 83720- ' 
0044. - . . 
Thank you far yQDr aubtemee in ~ maner. [( you have any question,., p'~ ~ lJW::'l me 
ditectJy at (lOB) 3,l2.2422. 
J!~WaOWEN 
SeniOr ClaJms ~u 
JO:lb-onJ1MtDc 
EnclosUIC 
.....•... :- : ... 
•• •••• • ••• .,. . . . ..... . -- ... ,. · .. " . ,.. .: · ,. .... .. . · .... . .. .~ .... • •• • · 
... ... 
• •• • ... . .. • •• • 
(3:J9 
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STATE INSURANCE FUND 
August 1. 2008 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
MEDICAL RECORDS 







J ames Walta Clark. 
 
Cry Baby Foods 
4/17/0& 
To v,,'hom It May Concern 
FAX NO. 
FAX {20 B} 327-7444 
We are the workers compensation carrier for Cry B:tby foOOs aI whlch lames Walter Clark has 
filed an lodtistnal chum. 
In ordier for us to proceed witb James Walter Clarl::'s claIm, It is necessary thar we ohtam copIes 
of till past medical TeCOrik 
Enclosed is a signed and dated medlcal re lease authorization. Please foru;a:rd coples of all past 
medical records In rdcrencc to any treatment James WaLter Clark has received i n your facility 
Submit this inionnDl.;on to the STA TE INSURANCE Fw.;n, 12 15 WEST ST ATE STREET. 
BOX 83720. BOISE. IDAHO 8372.0-0044. 
Tharu: you for your help m this matter. If you have any q UestiOns, p(~ contact me dlrectly at 
(208) 332-2422. 
Senior Clnuns E.xnminer 
10 Ib.o10~s doc 
Enclosure 
cC: File 
Alan K. HuLl 
L2l5W 5T",-n:S~'ET - Pa.B.o~2t3720 - BOISl:.. (oAIf083 720-0(}4<1 
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lEARY J. GOICOECHEA 
iOGER L. BFiOWW 
O f Idaho & California Bar 
J2-
" 
T. ..,.lar/· s Crossing 
5 3 7 W . State Street 
u;Te 130 
.0 . Box 6190 




:OB ) 3"3 6-6404 
IHER OFFICE ,-OCATJO:I]S 
,.in Falls - BurI!>y 
"ho fells 
r'J 8 2-0366626 
liMITED UABIUTY 




James C lark 
.James Crari< 
10402 Rai ad Lane 
Payett~ dano 83661 
(208 5-9538 (H) 
(2 ) 642-2810 (Msg. ) 
October 15, 
Re: Your Workers' 
Date of Accident: 
I 






Thank you for contacting Goicoeche.a Law Offices, Chtd_ regarding your 
workers' compensation claim. Unfortunately. J regret to inform you that our 
office is unable to represent you in this matter. As Paula menttoned to you 
this morning via telephone, my associate, Roger Brown, will be leaving our 
firm. As such, I will be taking over a portion of his current case load and will 
not have the time necessary to dedicate to your case. 
You may wish to contact Idaho State Bar Referral Services at 525 West 
Jefferson, Boise, Idaho 83702, (208) 334-4500. 
Thank you for contacting Golcoechea Law 01ifi
1
1ces and I wish you the best of 
luck in pursuing your ciaim. 






_.QQ!.COECHEA ~w OFFICE, CHTD. 
.~>.~..-7 
,.......,- --'-'1. ; '6 ,; 'I,.(. F 
~
i . 
Jerry J. Golcoechea 
' . 
Off/28/2012 THU 15:43 [TX/RX NO 770JJ ~003 
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August 11, 2008 
HOLY ROSARY MEDICAL CENTER 
351 SW 9TH ST 
Vendor #: 1004961 
ONTARIO OR 97914 










CRY BABY FOODS LLC 
04/17/2008 
Enclosed is a signed Medical Release for the above named c1ai :-tanto Please send the 
following: 
All Medical Records prior to: 4-17- 08 
- _<77 . 
Please submit to: 
State Insurance Fund 
PO Box 990004 
Baise, Idaho 83799-0004 
i 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. We appreciate Y1)ur prompt response. 
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plete psychosocial aJld psychiaTric histor,)-. :, ~ , 
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30. On September 27, Dr. Hansen noted Claiman1'~j hand "ya.:; improvir:g jn function. 
I 
He.: des::::ribed "objective evidenece" of nerve regeneratioD_ I He opined Claimant physically 
could probably do some part-time; lighr-duty work, but PSlChOlOgiCaHY could not return to 
Employer becat:.s.e of r.is anxiety associated with li'1e roller machine. Dr. Hansen opined that 
-ght-dut:Y, part-time 'Nork would psychologically "'be a verj good iliing for bim." 
31. In late September, Claimant hired a lawyer, Mr. Browe, to help him wiL'" ~ 
workers' compensation claim. That relationship was uns~-tiS ctory in CI~ant's~inion. Bel...--' 
~ . 
fi - h ..l' d - l' Ol ~U I rre t e lav.-yer anu contmue pro se ror severa J.T.l~o~n~t!::l~h=s~' __ J~~.:.....;..~:--_--------\~ ~~-" 
17---~==~~====~--------------
32. On October I, Dr. Heriza had a better unders9tnding of Claimant's then-current 
cation me. He expressed coneerr, over current narcotic!addietiW fu,d habitcacion issuos. ~ 
He noted Claimant's admissioll of prior IV helohl use as significant when addressing 
potential :chert-current narcotic abuse. Dr. Heriza primarily Idiagnosed. ><signi!lcant substance 
I 
related issues," ruled Dut seizures and/or epilepsy as potential contributor3, a...'1d retained ccmild 
anxiety/[PTSDT' and "Cluster B feamres" on a list of possible diagnoses. 
33. On October 9, psychiatrist Eric Holt., 1\1.0. evaluated Clairna""lt at Surety's 
request. Psyctlologica1 testing revealed. that Claimant responses sho~wed dramatically that 
he ,vas "faking bad." He responded posi1iveLy to 84 of 90 e3emerrts of the Symptom Distress 
Checl:.Jis1-90-R. Any score over 50 indicates the person is exaggerating for secondary gain. 
His exaggerations were "off L'1e chart" on six separate scales. As an aside, t.'1e Referee notes 
that CLaimant can 1earrt how :0 respond. He responded on the SCL-90-R '"Not at all'"' to the 
issue "Havi.ng urges to beat, injure, Or harm so:;:neone"; -&is response came after tvvo occasions 
vlhere he expressed slLch urges to- Lifeways cOilllselors; police were directed to his home for 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER - 12 
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Dare of Birth: 
EMf'IIi: 
CLARK, JAMES W 
00073<}55.3 Hasp. Suv.: 
1I1080S378 J}an: of Scnice: 
 Admit: 
03RI4&73 Disch.: 
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p.13 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient is a 49-year...oJi who was at work at an onion processing 
plant.. He states be got his ann caught in some sort of a roller assembly that only has about 1/4 inch of space 
between the rollers. pulled his forearm through and twisted it around. Hisfun:arm was stl.!.ck in the rollers 
th~ were stiUh,ifning fOT at least 15 minutes before someone was able to tum the ma¢hinery off He was 
stiIistuck in the unit for anbther 15-2Gminutes befureparameruCs'cou!d get him extricated. Hecomplains 
o f associated Dumbness and tingling in aU ofms fingers and thumb of the right hand and his right hand area. 
p;aramedics arrived on scene. started an IV, gave the patient to mg of morphine., splinted the right toreann 
They~tated that there is an abrasion/contusion over the mid forearm area with a significant depression 
where the roller was OIl both sides of his forearm. Unknown ifthere are any fractures. They say they did not 
feel any crepitance but they are suspecting a fracture. They splinted the ann, put a bandage on the abrasion 
area and awaited Life Flight arrival. Patient denies any other injury. He denies any shortness of breath or 
any other pain or problems. This was an isolated forearm injw-y. 
REASON FOR AIR MEDICAL TRANSPORT: The patient bas significant trawna to his right forearm 
witp potential for compartment syndrome. He already has neurologic deficits below the injury area and 
<§O~ sw~U~r;g in the hand.' g.. . uires a trau.ma ~ter <;nd. < a surgeon evaluation. PQtent:irilly co 
, .. be<lawreatc.:ning. GroWld ~wou1d'reap~~yan l'!oUr ali a hal .ir transport is a ut 20 









The patient is found supine 00 a stretcher in the backofan advanced life 
support ambulance on scene. Patient is alert and orieoted. Able to tallt 
without difficulty. Skin is warm.. dry and pink.. Other than facial mask of 
pain. he is io no obvious distress orobvious life threalening situation upon 
initial exam. We do note that his right forearm has been splinted and 
bandaged. He has no respiratory issues. 
Page lof3 
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LYNN M. LUKER, P"A .. 
James W. Clark 
P.O. Box 391 







AITORNEY AT LAW 
December 29, 2010 
James W. Clark 
4/17108 i 
;~n; r'::oh-'f C,-.--u,-/s : ! C 
'-.JI] L-O'''-'''-1 t u...... f ...... r-
State Insurance Fund 
2008-013505 
This is just written confirmation that I received your letter of December 27, 
2010 asking that I accept the last offer ot $120,000 to dose :lour claim, 
and I contacted Mr. Hull according to your request. 
As we discussed on the phone yesterday. the Isurety chose to change its 
offer after your rejection of the prfor offer. Th€l offer is stiH $120,000, but 
they now want crecit for the impairment previdusly paid of $27,531 90. 
There is also a child support lien outstanding of S4,372.07 which would 
have to be paid from tile settlement That would leave a new funds 
avaHable before attorney fees and costs of $8?,096.03. 
You indicated that you were not interested in that offer, and I conveyed 
that to M L Hull. Therefore we are back to the status before your letter of 
December 27, 2010, where the order of withdr;awal is effective, and I am 
:-10 kmgeT invoiveLi in U IS' case. ; undef~iar.u irH:!l yuu did pick up the fiie 
from the Industria! Commission. ! am sorry that this last attempt to resolve 
the case did not work out. 
Enclosures 
Yours truly. 
LYNf\J M. LUKER, P.A. 
'-- \. ... ' 
Lynn M. Luker 
Atto""n,;'y' at Law 
07/04/2012 WED 13:51 [TXlRX NO 7750] i4J014 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
F' L E 
-5 
COMM!SSION 
I hereby certify that on the 5th day of July, 2012, a true and correct copy of Claimant's 
faxed Motion for New Hearing Based on New Findings of Facts, (14 pages), filed July 5, 2012; 
was served by United States first class mail upon the following: 
ALAN K. HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707-7426 
LYNN M LUKER 
PO BOX 190929 
BOISE ID 83719-0929 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER, W A 98660 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
133~ 

























BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF T0E STATE OF IDAHO 
James W Clark 
Cfaimant 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS LLC' 
Employer, 
And 





CLAIMANTS BRIEF ON MOTION 
I 
TO DENY ATTORNEY'S LIEN 
I 
I 
I L E 
Clearly claimant has no other optron but to respond to claimants 
attorney lean after two extinctions by the Industrial commission for 
claimant's attorney to produce recites of cost that claimants two times 
quitter of an attorney Lynn luker/attorney/legislator still has not 






lynn luker/attorney/legislator clearly violated the judicial rule 14 (b) 
leave to withdraw bye rules Lynn m luker/attorhey/legislator, the 
I 
commission may gra nt leave to withdraw as coJnsel of records on a 
I 
showing of a factual base to establish good cause and on such 
I 
conditions will prevent any delay in determination and disposition of 
the pending action. At the time claimants two t]me quitter of an 
I 
,337 
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attorney Lynn luker/attorney/legislator walk ouJ of claimant when 
there was to be depositions done on our around Dec 21 2010 and there 
was a deposition set for Dec 30 2010 with doc hplt doctor for 
defendants and finally a doctor for claimant that was also to be done 
on Dec 31 2010. Lynn luker/attorney/legislator ~efore claimants 
hearing claimant talk to my attorney in deep tal~ that I am demanding 
that my attorney is to call my doctors for claimants hearing and then 
I 
after hearing continued pleading to call Doctor ~i Steinberg claimants 
I 
long term treating psychiatrist for claimant worK relegated injury of 4-
i 
17-2008 To dispute the opinion of the Defendaints two psychiatrist of 
I 
Doctor Holt and Doctor Beaver. Claimant has ev~~ry right to have had 
concerns that my attorney Lynn luker was not g9ing to call to hearing 
I 
our take depositions before hearing of any of my doctors. But 
continued to allow the state insurance fund to call expert witnesses on 
opinion with medical record the state insurance received without 
claimant permission and in violations of 17.08.02 chapter 17.03( good 
faith offer) STATE v.MAHLOCH 174 NEB 190 (1962). CLAIMANTS 
ATTORNEY WOULD NOT SPEND A DIME TO CALL ANYONE ON 
CLAIMANTS BEHALF. Claimant ha to beg Lynn luker to help me get to 
MS Owen deposition and then Mr. luker/attorney/legislator wrote me a 
letter stating that he knows how important it is for me to be at MS 
Owens deposition but you must find your own '1Nay to the rest. 
Claimant had to borrow money so I could be at claimants hearing and 
to Dr. Hansen claimants surgeon's deposition an only md attorney 
called. Only in the last three week has claimant ~ncovered the resume. 
I 
Claimant only found out a week ago from date of this letter that my 
attorney Lynn luker had filed some motion to allow jowl Owens to 
I 
testify by phone to answer question in records tp privet health records 
07/09/2012 MON 16: 11 [TX/RX NO 7781 J ~ 002 
























the state fund got on quest 1st 7th & 11 2008 while lying to the 
commission. And then for the claimant to read and look into what 
claimants attorney infarct did in the few month~ before claimants 
I 
hearing for Lynn luker actions of not wanting to lean anyone to show 
what has been said and to help the claimant make the state insurance 
fund and sandy basket who works for the vocatipnaJ rehab of the 
industrial commission that our lies to be removed from records. 
Claimant only acted upon the lies the claimant 1as uncovering. for 
claimant~s attorney to state to the claimant the re Mr. luker claimants 
two time quitter of attorney did not know where claimant could get 
I 
everywhere claimant had work at in a life time before the hearing. But 
I 
the claimant found it just weeks before claiman~s hearing. Claimant 
I 
was also pleading with my two time quitter of an attorney that claimant 
needed to have the hearing in my home town to~ financial hard ship and 
it was about 162mils round trip. In claimants opinion was to keep the 
claimant from knowing what claimant's attorney allowed the state fun 
to do in motions filed prior to claimants hearing. the claimant would 
not and I mean would not have allow Lynn luker was aware and so was 
the commission referee Donohue and defendants attorney knew the 
state fund had violated claimants due process. 
75 Mr. Lynn m luker will you explain to the claimant and everyone other 
76 than the industrial commission why you would not continue to help 
77 your client the injured worker that the injury of April 17 2008 and that 
78 scope of accident was infarct 100% fault of cry baby foods lie that 
79 claimant had in fact already been fighting with the industrial 
80 commission and the state fund and there attorney s for almost two 
81 years before hiring Lynn luker.. Mr. Luker due to this action and other 
31:-:;cs~' 
07/09/2012 MON 16: 11 [TX/RX NO 7781] 141 003 
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82 actions. Denying helping the claimant has only made the claimant to 
83 dact upon your statements and actions. Cry baby foods lie clearly 
84 violated 
pA 
85 17.08.02 Idaho Minimum safety Standard and practices and you Lynn 
86 luker say that it's a non-Relafen factor. In addition, to barley touch and 
87 read what you allow the state fund to do just prior to claimants 
88 hearing. Why because the claimant was wanting you to call someone 
89 anyone on my behalf to dispute the lies. If you could not have been 
90 able to properly call any expert witness due to coast then you should 
91 have not taken my case. Claimant s opinion you don't deserve a dime 
92 our penny. Lynn luker why don't you put your arm in that machine with 
93 the bands on the rollers for the ten minutes Like i was and look death in 
94 the face while for a fact fighting for your life and then have some on tell 





standard Cited: SAoa01 aSH Act General Duty Paragraph 
Violation Items 
Nr: 311577043 Otation: 01001 Issuance: 07/15{2008 ReponongID: 1032500 
ViotType: Serious Nrlnstances: 1 Contest Date: 
Abatement Date: 08/08/2008 X Nr Exposed: 3 Final Order: 
Initial Penalty: 2500.00 REC: C Emphasis: 
Current Penalty: 1300.00 Gravity: 10 Haz category: UNAPOPPROC 
Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/20082500.0008/08/2008 Serious 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08/06/2008 1300.00 08/08/2008 Serious 
Text For Citation: 01 Item/Group: 001 Hazard: UNAPOPPROC 
Section 5(a)(1) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970: The employer did rtot furnish 
employment and a place of employment which was free from recognized hazards that were causing or 
likely to cause death or serious physical harm to employees in that employees were exposed to the hazard 
of being caught-in or caught-by the nip points on the conveyor system witllout an emergency stop device 
13££0 
07/09/2012 MON 16: 11 [TX/RX NO 7781] I4J 004 

















immediately available and easily identifiable: (a)In the workplacer outside line: On July 2,2008 and times 
prior thereto, emergency stop devices were not installed along the conveyor system, including but not 
limited to, the area near the onion topper. (b)In the workplace, inside line: On July 2, 2008 and times 
prior thereto, emergency stop devices were not Installed along the conveyor system and machinery areas 
through-out the facility. Note 1) Among other methods, one feasible and acceptable abatement method to 
correct this hazard is to follow paragraph S.11.2(c) in the American National Standard developed by the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) for Conveyors and Related Equipment, ASME B20.1-
2000. Notes applicable to ASME 820.1-2000: Note 2) Abatement certification and supporting 
documentation are required for this item. 
freedom of Information Act I PrIVacy & securitY Statement I DlscI<']imers ! Customer Survey I Important Web SIt Notices I 
, lntematmnal COntact Us 
u.s, Department of Labor I OccupatiOnal Safety & Health Administration I 200 COnsl:ltlJlt!on Ave., NW, WasllJngton, DC 20210 
Telephone: 800-321-oSHA (6742) I TIY: 877-1389-5627 
www.OSHA_gov 















Nr Exposed: 3 Final Order: 
REC: C Emphasis: 
Gravity: 05 Haz category: 
Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/2008 1750.0008/08/2008 Serious 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08/06/2008 875.00 08/08/2008 Serious 
freedom of Information Act I Privacy & Sec.urity Statement I Disclaimers I ~UStomer Survey I Important We::; Site Notices I 
International Contact Us i c 
U.s. Department of Labor I OcaJpational Safety &. Health AdmInIstration 1200 Coostit:Utlon "ve., NW, Washingt:rin, DC 20210 
Telephone: 80o-321-0SHA (6742) 111i': S77-889-~27 
www.OSHA.gov 


















1 Final Order: 
C Emphasis: 
01 Haz Category: 
Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penafty Z: Issued 07/15/2008 750.00 08/08/2008 Serious 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08/06/2008 375.00 08/08/2008 Serious 
Site Notices 1 
l3Lff 
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Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type ITA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15120082500.0008/08/2008 Serious; 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08/06/20081275.0009/01/2008 Serious' 
Freedom of Informa:!on ACt I Privacy & Se:umy Statement I Disf.:lalmers I usto :- SUrvey J Impc·rtant Web Slut Notices 1 
International Contact Us i 
U.S. Department of Labor I OCcupational Safety & Health Administration I 200 ConstitutJon Ave., NW, Washington, DC 202.1C 
Telephone: BOG-321-0SHA (6742) I TIY~ 877-889-!;6Z7 
www.OSHA.gov 
Standard Cited: 19100212. A02 General requirements for all machines. 
Nr: 311577043 Otation: 010056 
Viol Type: Serious 














Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/2008 08j08/2008 Serious : 
Penalty I' Informal Settlement 08/06/2008 09/01/2008 Serious I 
Freedom of l'1formation Act I Privacy & Secur,ty Statement ! DlsclEimeq; I tustomer Survey ! Important Web Sit€! Notices I 
International Contact U~ , , 'i. 
U.s. Department of Labor I Oa:l.lpationa! Safety & Health Administration I 200 ConstitUtion Ave., ~, Wash1l'1gton, DC 20210 
Telephone: aoO-321-0SHA (6742) I TrY: 877-889-5627 
www.OSHA.gov I 


















I Haz Category: 
Penalty and Failure to Abate Event Hist;ory 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/2008 08/08/200S Serious 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08/06/2008 08/08/200S Serious 
freedom of InformatlOn Act I Prwacy & Security S~tement I Disclaimets I , stamer Survey I I. pn:t':mt We 
InternatlOl1al Contaq Us : I 
u.s. Department of Labor I OcaJpatlonat Safety & Health AdminIstration I 200 ConstitUtiOn Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20210 
Telephone: SO<J-321-()SHA (5742) I TIY: 877-889-5627 
www.OSHA.gov 
standard Cited: 19100219 CO2 I Mechanical power-transmission apparatus_ 
{6l/3 
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Nr: 311577043 Citation: 0 lOO6A Issuance: 07/15/2008 ReportingID: 1032500 
Viol Type: Serious Nrlnstances: 1 Contest Date: 
Abatement Date: 08/08/Z008 X Nr Exposed: 10 RnalOrder: 
Initial Penalty: 750.00 REC: C Emphasis: 
Current Penalty: 375.00 Gravity: 01 Haz category: 
PenaFty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/2008 750.00 08/08/2008 Serious 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement OB/06/2008 375.00 08/08/2008 Serious 
Freeda:'Tl of Jnfomiation Act 1 pbvacy & SeCUl1tY Statement I DiSC!~lmers I Custom/er Survey I Important Web Site Not·ces I 
! ' International Contact Us I 
u.s. Department af'Labor I Occupational Safety &. Health Administration I 200 ConstitIJtion Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20210 
Telephone: SOG-:>2.1-QSHA (6742) I TrY: 877-889-5627 
www_OSHA.gov 



















Penalty and Failure to Abate Event Hi ry 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/200B OB/08/2008 SerIous 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08/06/2008 08/0B/2008 Serious 
Freedom of Informat on Act I p~y'acv & Secunty Statement! D!$Ciqlm s I Customer Survey 1 Important Web SlteiNotices I 
; lnternatio1al Coota Us . 
U.s.. Department of Labor I Occupational Safety & Health AdmlnistratJon I 200 Consti~ofl Ave., NW, WasningtDn, DC 20210 
Telephone: 8OG-321'OSHA (6742) I TTY: 877-8B9-Sf27 
WWW.OSHA.gov : 














2. Final Order: 
C Emphasis: 
Current Penalty: Gravity; 01 Haz category; 
Penalty and Failure to Abate Event Histr..ry 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/200B G8/08/2008 Serious ! 
8 I .~ " 
l3~Lf 
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Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08{06/2008 08{08/2oo8 Serious 
, Fr:eedom Of Info .ation Act I Pl'lvacy & SeOJfitY Statement I Disclaimers' I Custom 
. . , ' ; . • .• . Internatlonal1 Contact US . 
u.s. Department of labor! Occupational Safety &. HEealth AdministJatlon I 200 Constlt1.!tlon Ave., 
Telephone: BOO-321-05H.6. (6742) I TIY: 877-889-5527 
www.OSHA.gov 






















Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/2008 08/08/2008 Serious 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement 08/06/2008 08/08/2008 Serious 
Freedom Of Informlltioo Act I PrlvaCt&5ecuntYStatemetJt I Dlsclarmers 1 ¢us:omerSUrvey 1 mporta,t Weo,5i:e'NotiCes I 
• < • = ~. '~'%'* •• ' =. . Intematlonal I Contact us' 'C:. , ! • '. ;~ •• < , ' 
US. Department of Lal>or I Occupational Safety & Health Admfnistratloo I 200 eonstiU.J):ion A.ve.., NW, Washington, DC 202 to 
Telephone: aOO-32:1-05HA (5742.) I TIY: 877-889-S\i2:7 
www.OSHA.gov I 
Standard Cited:19100219 F03 Mechanical power-transdvission aooaratus. 
I 
Violation Items 
Nr: 311577043 Otation: 01007 Issuance: 07/15/2008 ReportingID: 1032500 
Viol Type: Serious Nrlnstances: 1 Contest Date: 
Abatemellt Date: 09101/2008 X Nr Exposed: 4 Final Order: 
Initial Penalty: 1000.00 REC: C Emphasis: 
Current Penalty: 500.00 Gravity: 02 Haz Category: 
Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type FTA Insp 
Penalty Z: Issued 07/15/2008 1000,00 08/0B/2008 Serious 
Penalty I: Informal Settlement D8/06/200S 500.00 09/01/2008 Serious 
U.S. Department of Labor I OCrupational Safety & Health Administration I 
Telephone: 800-321-OSHA (6742) 11Tl': 877--8851-56:27 
www.OSHA.gov 
Standard Cited: 19040029 A Fo.rms. 
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Penalty and Failure to Abate Event History 
Type Event Date Penalty abatement Type ITA Insp 
Penalty Z: rssued 07/15/2008 07/21/2008 Other 
Penalty I: Informal settlement 08/06/2008 07/21/2008 Other 
Freedom Of Info atiOll Act I Prwaey 8. Sec:uflty Stal:emani ! DisclaImers I Custom~r Survey i Important \''1eb SIt' Notices I 
~. : p • p' Intematiooal Contact Us 
u.s. Departnent of Labor I Occupational Safety & Health Administration I 200 Constlhitjon Ave., WIti, Washlngtnn, DC 20210 
Telephone: SOO-321.<JSHA (6742) I TTY: 1V7-8B9-S627 
www.OSHA.gov . 
I 
M will you explain to the claimant why you did hot in your answer on 
the 11th day of oct 2010 to interrogatory no. 8 ihat claimant was also 
seeing a doctor on behalf of 5S based on claimants injury of April 17 
2008. This was also not talk about much in hearing. Moreover, claimant 
I 
was awarded 550. Is this all so what you considered non relevant for 
claimants hearing? Mr. Luker you don't deservJ a peace of lint out of 
my pocket. 
Mr. Luker or you saying that when MS own on august 1 2008 sent for 
claimant's prison record that also had psychological conversation heath 
records. That claimant had signed for claimant's surgeon to be able to 
release claimanes privet heath records and then lie in her deposition 
that she had used the proper one. Claimant look into it and found out 
that is a lie and MS Owen sent these record to a Dr Holt and lied to the 
commission in their pleadings September 2008 to have claimant sign a 
release so the state fund can get these record. In claimants opinion the 
the state fund has commit fraud in the inducement in the manner of. 
LYNN M LUKER/ATTORNEY/LEGISLATOR AND THE fDAHO STATE 
INSURANCE FUND AND /AND THE LAW OFFICE OF ANDERSON, JULIAN 
& HUllllP FROM BOISE IDAHO CLEARLY VIOLATED THE CLAIMANTS 
07/09/2012 IlION 16: 11 [TXlRX NO 7781] @010 
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21.6 DUE PROCESS AND A CLEAR VIOLATION OF RULE 14 ATTORNEY 
217 WITHDRAW. 
218 VIOLATION: LYNN M LUKER/ATTORNEY/LEGfSLATOR SENT TO THE 
219 COMMISSION ON DEC 232010 RECOGNITION OF HIS GRANTED 
p.11 
220 WITHDRAW OF ATTORNEY THEN ON DEC 26 CLAIMANT HIRED LYNN M 
221 LUKER/ATTORNEY/LEGISLATOR TO FINNISH THE DEPOSITORS OF 
222 CLAIMANTS COUNSELOR AND PSYCHE WHO HAVE NOT BEEN DONE YET 
223 BUT HAD ALREADY BEEN SET TO DO ON DEC 31 2010. THEN BOTH LAW 
224 FIRMS AGAIN TRY TO GET ME TO SETTLE. IT WAS NOT ABOUT MONEY 
225 TO ME BUT ONLY TO GET THE HELP I NEED TO DEAL WITH PTSD. THAT 
226 IS 100% WORK RELATED. Both law offices have clearly violated 
227 claimant due process by coming back in the cover of darkness 
228 in hopes that the claimant would settle and would not learn 
229 how the rule J act, and laws of the working of the Idaho judicial 
230 rules of the industrial commission works tell it was too late. 
231 Both law firms knows of the rules and for both to come back 
232 clearly shows the intent to cover up the fraud, slander, malice 
233 and the aliment abuse of 
234 n. the use of deceit or trick to cause someone to act to 
235 his/her disadvantage, such as signing an agreement. 
236 The heart of this type of fraud is misleading the other 
237 party as to the facts upon which he/she will base 
238 his/her decision to act. Example: "you don't have to 
239 read the rest of the contract-it is just routine legaJ 
240 language. 
241 Mr. luker for you to continue to cause the claimant 
242 undue stress for the past 60day through the 
l3Lf7 
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243 commission to send claimants request for proof thclt 
244 as of today July 9 2012 you have still not fully comply to 
245 claimant request for proof of out of pocket money you say 
246 in your lean that lowe you unless that also is a lie for like 
247 the lies you put as a reason to with draw and then comE~ 
248 back in violation of claimants due process after an 
249 attorney withdraws of counsel. 
250 One last thing. 
25:1 Mr luker/attorney/legestlator for you to let the state fun 
252 continue at claimants hearing bring up the issue of my 
253 daughter t that had nothing to do with claimant injury and 
254 claimant was not found guilty of that charge. Moreover, 
255 you call yourself attorney_ And those who lie thanks that 
256 by butting this out in the open would keep claimant from 
257 show the fact and findings to anyone do to humiliation well 
258 your right to a point. In addition, I well am asking for 
259 damages for the clear act of violation of professional 
260 conduct committed on the claimant. In claimant opinion 
26J. you are not entitled to anything for you are a two time 
262 guitar of an attorney and in claimants opinion that people 
263 should know by way of documents that in claimants 
264 opinion Mr. Lynn luker/attorney {legislator that they have a 
265 two time gutter of an attorney in office on the setting of the 
266 iudicial rules and that in claimants opinion the you use that 
267 set to take advantage of injured workers that you pick up 
268 on the computer" like a child molester would do when he 
269 is on line looking for the week, too questions injure 
270 workers ask on line about issues related how they are 
271 being treated by the commission and the lawyers and the 
~72 defendant 
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A true and correct copy of this letter has been sbnt to the following by 
I 
way of fax. 
Lynn m Luker/attorney/legislator 1-208-375-05?1 
I 
Attorneys for defendant's Rachael O~bar /Mr. h,II,UI! 1-208-344-5510 
Industrial commission; 1-208-332-7558 
'5l-;)r~ J. 




() ] - (1 'i - Z D i2-
(Dale) 
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LYNN M. LU:KER, P.A. 
James W. Clark 
P.O. Box 391 







ATIORNEY AT LAW 
December 29, 2010 
James W. Clark 
4/17/08 
State Insurance Fund 
2008-013505 
This is just written confirmation that I received your letter of December 27, 
2010 asking that I accept the last offer of $120,000 to close 'lour claim, 
and I contacted Mr. Hull according to your request. 
As we discussed on the phone yesterday, the surety chose to change its 
offer after your iejection ofi:he prior offer. The offer is still $120,000, but 
they now want cree it for1he impairment previously paid of $27,531.90. 
There is also a child support lien outstanding of $4,372.07 which would 
have to be paid from Hie settlement. That would leave a new funds 
available before attorney fees and co~.ts of S88,096.03. 
You indicated that you were not interested in that offer, and I conveyed 
that to Mr. Hull. Therefore we are back to the status before your !etter of 
December 27,2010, where the order of withdrawal is effective, and I am 
no iOiiger invoivaci in [fie case. i understanu ti,al yuu did pick up the fiie; 
from the Industrial Comrnissfon. I am sorry that this rast attempt to resolv-:3 
the case did not work OLit. 
Enclosures 
Yours truly, 
LYNN M. LUKER, PA. 
Lynn \~. Luk(:r 
AttO'~i~(;)' at Li::lw 
i35V 
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STATE INSURANCE FUND 
August 1, 200B 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CDRRECTION 
MEDICAL RECORDS 
ATJ'"N: ANN OR BRENT PACKER 






James Walter Clark 
xxx-xx-8487 
Cry Baby Foods 
4/ 17108 
To Vlhom II May C~ncem 
FAX (208) 327-7444 
We an:. the workers compensaliQI) carrier for Cry B:lby FODds al whJch lames Waltc::r C lark has 
filed an industnat chum . 
In order for I.lst.o p."VoCeed with James Walter Clark's drum. It is necessary 4')al we o:tJlatn copies 
of nH past medical reweds. 
Enclosed ~s a signed and dated medlenl release authorization. Please forv.ord COpH:S orall past 
medical records JrI reference 10 any treatment James Walter Clark has received in your facllllY 
Submit this informntion 10 the STATE INSURANCE FU1\iD J 12 t 5 WEST S TATE STREET. 
BOX &3720, BOISE,IDAHO 83720-0044. 
Thank you for your help 10 this maner . If you have any qlJestlons, please contact me dtrectly at 
(208) 332-2422 . 
Senior CI.nlIns £X.Elmlner 
JO I bO{)7o~s do; 
Enclosure 
cc: '?I~e 
Alan K. Hull 
1115W Sr"rrSTR r:n· FO.BoXS:i72() - Tholsc,lD",'108J720·0044 
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j~ti_ t .. be dtlrc!l1Ct)d: 
aD~s~ 
o Ii illz>1y II:. p~(:al Eo:m 
Q ~Rcpada 
a 0p::mt:Ivc Rcportx 
o l..b 
a P1otfu:.l"IY 
o ~cbotoD' iit.eportI 
~lta:.onl. 
FP,X NO. 
o Od:= Spcd.fy_.~ _____________ _ 
[ud.asbt1Ci4 I:bI th ~~ ml:J' ladudc ltvT.huadlth'C .... t!Il.( to (cb::ci IhpphCf.hIo): 
o AIDS III H£1I 
a p~ or M:::aezllka.!.th b,frlon-tlnu 
Q DtutI..a...Icnhol A.bu.E ~ 
~ 
I ~ lbtlt the  10 be rrleua:l DlIy mefudc ~ th&t if. pm=tcd by Fedcnt.I I.rM (4S Cf]t Part l6-(j 
.-1 dw Iho ~ -1' be> -lIb:!ea to ...dtsc101UEl> b'!' tJae ntaplO'rt IdIIIl DO )~ m pc-oll:c1zld by !he focla:U 
r:cpI&ticmL I  tha.t IhI2 ~1I1%11ly I>e n::-;ahd in wri~ .r all)' D.I:OIC by ~ the: prrv.cy~, 
exacpt tb&ll'l!YlIl;::ing (be JU~ti~ 'II'tln '[ !ipply to ~ a.ln:.a.d.y reL"ticd in ~ to IbD anlho~ I 
~ lhal ~ provldcr ,..dlllOt c.ocdll:iNl. ~Dt, ~ CIJt1Jlf:c:.::lt, ex e!ipbilLry fur ~Slll OA ~ 1Iip.bc 
tki. VJJ,raf!dP1!ir¥ ~ t/d! 11lIt¥!fzstl-- '!'!.II r:;rr.;zt£;x ~ f'IIUh!!In ~r~., -m!Y".lf~ 
~ P':o:l .... ~, rtI ~Io~. otfic.tn, ropy ~~ • .md phyl~.u:&:l bo:::rcby  from U"j l::pJ. 
CIt ~bUUy fDc ' lOAln! of the lobo",\!: ~timl to 1bt a= iodJ~t.cd and. ~n:tcd by mt: I)D thiI r= 
w .., IJl.Il.I..ilxd ~ o.f VIle)" My "'~ below 1!lJ~ re£Cuc of a.D lQ.{CJr.,lIarU:;.: ~tf,.,d in ti:.iI; 
,mlIo"",,ztk>l"'-;l\l:iy ~ ili&c:lcaI;c pnay he <h.".; ted 1<> 11>", ?,,","."y affi::<3' .of !be I'>",;,,,,,,i<;\' 
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SSN Dr Case N umber  
OSUR!'. OF HEALTH ON 
City Stall! Zip Code 
Informatioll to be disclosed: Date{s) of IIospitJI!lz;ationJCare: __________ _ 
o Discb:.rge Summuy 
o History &: Physical E:r::.a.m 
a Constlimtion Reports 
a Operative Report!; 
o Lab 
o Pathol.:>gy 
o Radiology Reports 
~~Ro;:ord 
Q Other: specify ________________ _ 
I Wlden:a.lld thlit the disclosure m.ay Include l.n!ormatlan relating to (check if applicable): 
o AlDSarHIV 
Q Psychiatric or Memal Health InfuI'IIlltion 
o DnW.A1cohol Abuse InformatioD 
I 
1 undersl=rllha.t the information to boe1eased!IlllY incJ-u£U: material that is protected by Federal Law (45 CFR Part 164) 
and Uus.l the infOOlll'ttion mJ'Ly be subj=;: to redisciorure by tile recipi:nt.and no iong:;r be protectro by me tecia:ai 
regulatiollS.. I Ulldc::rstlmd tb&t this authorization roay be revoked in writing I.t any t:ir:o.e by notifyi.Dg the priVIIC,Y ~CU', 
except that revohng the authorization won't apply to information alreM.y released in respo~ to this authorization.. 1 
u.nderstmd tl:utt ~ provider will not condition treatment, pSjment, enrollment, or eligibility for be:n.efits Oil my signing 
tbis autborizatioll. Un!es$ (Jthe:rwis~ revoked. (ftis l1utluJdwJ1on will qpfre upon resoCurf.o.." "rwfffE.g's cDmpenu:tiOtf 
clnlm... Provi~. its employees, officcn, COP)' ~r;:c ;ontractCI. and physicians axe hereby released from any legal 
responsibility or liability for . closure of the above infcr:rnaticm 10 the atent indicated and II.llfuorized by me on this form 
and as o~Jined . once ofP ncy. My signature below authorizes release of ill information specified in t.hi.> 
'Any questions t dlsclosure rnay be directed to the privllcy officer offue Provider 
&bQve~~. __ ----~~~~~~~ 
Signf1turl! afLeglll Repr~e,m::tive & Relationship to PaJilUltiAuthority tff Act DatI!! 
Sigrta.tur.e of Witness Dtrte 
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I STATEINSURANCEFuND 
January 30, 2009 
BRAD KILfP CLAIMS ADJUSTER 
SAIF CORP 
400 HIGH ST SE 
SALEM OR 97312 
RE: 





Dear Mr. Kilip: 
200806268 
James W . Clark 
Crybaby Foods 
4-i 7-08 
1 . 0-2 58-161 9 
+ ,Han Hull 
p.17 
@ ClOl/0 01 
This letter is in response to your correspondence dated January 23. 2009 regarding the above-
captioned claimant Enclosed please find the records that were mailed to the State Insurance 
Fund on or about August 14, 2008 . Please be advised the State Insurance Fund has deleted these 
records from our computer system; therefore, no records from SAIF regarding M:r. Clark are on 
our system. 




Senior Claims Examiner 
JO:DB-~2S4 
Enclosure 
cc: Alan Hull, Esq. / 
1215 W. STI\TE STR.eET • P .O. SOX 83720 • B01SE..IDAI-IO 83720-0044 
PHONE (208) 332-2100 • (800) 334-2370 • WWW.IDAHOSIF.ORG 
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IN THE CASE OF 
I 
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMITNIstRATION 





James W. Clark 
Period hfDisabiJity and Disability Insurance 
Benefitb ---
(Claimant) 
(Wage Earner) (Social lSecurity Number) 
JURISDICfION AND JPRoclsnuRIL HISTORY 
I 
This case is before the undersigned on a requesl for hearing dated July 20, 2010 (20 CFR 
404.929 et seq.). The evidence of record supports a fully favorable decision; therefore no 
ht:aring has been held (20 CFR 404.948(a)). The claimant is ~epresen1ed by Eme&1 Shell, a non-
attorney representative. I 
. I 




The issue is whether the claimant is disabled under sections 216(i) and 223( d) of the Social 
Security Act. Disability is defined as the mabiJ1ty to engage in any substantial galnfitl activity by 
reason of any medicaUy determinable physical or mental impainnent or combination of 
impairments that can be expected to result in death or that ha~ lasted or can be expected to last 
for a continuous period of not less than 12 months. I 
There is an additional issue whether the insured status requirements of sections 216(i) and 223 of 
th~ Social Security Act arc met The claimant's earnings record shows that the claimant has 
acquired sufficient quarters of coverage to remain insured tbrbugb December 31, 2009. Thus: 
the claimant lllw,1 establish dis.:·1.bility on or before that date .in' order to be entitled to a period of 
dis.1.bili1.y and disability insurance benefits""'r~~;:-,:n .. 
I . 
After c<l.t'efuI review of the en! ire record, the undersigned finds that the cJ~t~as. been 
disabled from April]7, 2008, through the date ofthis decisi01L The utlder'rgned also finds that 
l,he insured status requirements ofthe Social Security Act were met as of~ date disability is 
estab1ish~d. 
APPLICABLE LAvV 
Under the authority of the Social Security Act, the Social Security Administratio1l has 
established a five-step sequential evaluation process for detennining whether an lndividual is 
disabled (20 CFR 404. 1520(a»). The steps are followed in order. Ifit is determine-<.l that the 
See Next Page 
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claimant is or is not disabled at a step of the evaluation process, tl1e evaluation will not go on to 
I 
the next step. I 
I 
I 
A.t step one, the undersigned must determine whether the cJaiman~ is engaging in substantial 
galllthl activity (20CFR 404.1520(b ))_ SubsJantial gainful activit~ (SGA) is defmed as ,.vorl< 
activi.ty that is both substantial and gainfuL If an i.ndividual enga~s in SGA, he is not disabled 
regardless of how severe his physical or mental impairments are d regardless of his age, 
education, Of" work experience. If the individual is not engdgillg' SO.<\., the analysis proceeds to 
the second step. I 
At ,top two, the und=ign~ must determine whether the CI'im~ bas a medically de1mninable 
impairment that is "severe" or a. combination ofimpainuents that {s "severe" (20 CFR 
404.IS20(c)). An impainnent or combination of impairments is "~evere" within the meaning of 
the regulations ifit significantly limit~: an individual's ability to pdtorrn basic work a.ctivities. If 
the claimaiit docs not have a severe mcdic<llly determinable impai~ent o-.r combination of 
impairments, he is not disabled. If the claimant has a severe impairmt;;nt or combination of 
impairments, the analysis proceeds to the third step. I 
Ai step three, the undersigned must detennine whether the claimant's impairment or combination 
of impairments meets or medically equals the criteria of an impairment listed in 20 CFR Part 
404, Subpart P, Appendix 1 (20 CFR 404. 1520(d), 404.1525, and 404.1526). If the claimant's 
i:.npajrI!1~ntor combin.tti.Ql1 ofin!painnentsme';;;Ls 0;: ::;le:~icaJly._(;~!~l~Jhecriteria of a listing "nd 
meets the durntion reql:irement (20 CFll 404.15(9), the claimant is disabled. Ifil does not., the 
iltlalysis proceeds 10 the neA'! step. I 
I 
Before considering step fQur ofthr: sequelltiHl evaluation process, the undersigned must first 
det~1ine the clItimant's residual ftmclional capacity (20 CFR 404. 1520(e»). An individual's 
res~duat functional capacity is his ability to do physical and mental work activjties on a sustained 
basi" despite limitations from his impairments. In making this finding. the undersigned must 
com-ider all oftIle claimant's impairments, bc1uding impainnents tJ)at are not severe (20 eFR 
404.1520(e) and 404.1545; SSR 96-8p). 
Next, the und<!rsigned must detennine at stt:p r'Our 'whether the claimant has the residtlal 
fimctional capacity to perfonn the requirements of bis past. relevant work (20 CFR 404.1 :520(1). 
Iftbe claimant has the residual functjonal capacity to do his past relevant work, the claimant is 
not. dislb!ed. If the clainlant is unable to do any past relevant work or docs nQ"t have any past 
relevant work, the analysis proceeds to the fifth and last step. 
At the 1~s1 step of6e sequential evaluation process (20 CPR 404.l520(g))., the undersign~d lTlll:rt 
deiermin\.~ whether the cla.imant is able to do any other work considering his residual fi.mLiiona~ 
capacilY, age, education, and vvork experi~n(;e. IHbe claimant is able to do other work he is not 
disabled. If the claimar.t is not able to do other work and meets the duration requirement, he i:; 
disabt~d. Although the claimant generally continues to r.ave the burden of proving disahi: :ry at 
this step, a limited burden of going forward with the evidence shifts to the Social Securi1y 
Administration. fa order-to support a finding that an individual :is not disabled at this step, the 
Social Security Administration is responsible for providing evidence that demonstrates that other 
I 
I 
See NeAt. Page . 
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work. exists in significant numbers in the national economy that the claimant can do, given the 
residual functional capacity, age, education, and work eh-perience (20 CPR 404.1 512(g) and 
404. 1 560(c)), 
FI~DINGSOF FAD' AND CONCLUSIONS OF LA\V 
After careful consideration of the entire record, the undersigned makes the following findings: 
1. The claimant's date last insured is December 31,2009. 
2. The claimant has not engaged ill substantia] gainful activity since April 17, 2008, the 
alleged onset date (20 CFR 404.1520(b) and 404.1571 et seq.). 
3. The claimant has the fonowing severe impaiJ·,:-nents.: crush injury of the right upper 
ext.remity status-post decompression CasdotOlny and excision of the posterior interosseous 
nerve; chronic regional pain syndrome and osteoarthritis of the right upper extremity; 
pain disorder associated witil psychological factors and medical condition; borderline 
int€Dectual functioning; post-traumatic stress disorder, chl'omc; adjustment disorocr with 
disturban<:e of mood and conduct; nar<:issistic and borderline personality disorder traits; 
antisocial person~lity traits; methnmphetamine abllSe, in full sustained remission; 
marijuana abuse, continuous (20 CFR 404.1520(c»). 
4. The claimant deJes not have an impainnent 01' combination Qf impainuents tbat lJIL-ctS 
or medically equals one of the Jisted impairments in 20 CFR Part 404, Subpart P, Appendix 
1 (20 CFR 404.1520(d), 404.1525 and 404.1526). 
'111e claimant has the following degree ofIimitation in the broad areas of functioning set Ol.rt in 
the disability regulations for evaluating mental disorders and in the mental disorders listings in 
20 CFR" Part 404~ Subpart P, Appendix 1: moderate restriction in activities of daily liVing, 
-----,- moderate-to-marked difficulties in maintaining social functioning, moderate-to-marked 
difficultjes in maintaining concentration, persistence or pace, and one to two episodes of 
decompensation, each of e?-.1:enrlerl duration. 
5. The claimant has the residual functional capacity to perform light work as defIned in 
20 CFR 404.1 567(b) except he is less than occasionally able to lift and/or carry np to 5 
pounds with his right upper extremity. is only less-than-occasionally able toO push and/or' 
pull (including operation of hand controls) with the right upper extrem1ty~ lcss-tllan-
occasionally able t.o handle, imger, and :feel with the right upper extremity, is never able to 
crawl, and must avoid even moderate exposure at} extreme telnperatnres and vibration. 
Due to the daimant'smental impairments, he is limited to unskilled work with minimal 
interaction \lith co-workers and supervisors aJ1d "\\ith nG interaction with the publi.; is 
limited to work with only rare changes in a routine work enviro.runent and with :minimal 
D.£:W learning, and he would not be expected to make it throogh a fuR workday andlor 
workweek without internlptions from psycholoOgically-based symptoms. 
See Next Page 
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In miling this finding, the undersigned considered aU symptoms and the exientto which these 
symptoms can reasonably be accepted as consistent with the o~ective medical evidence and 
other evidence. based on the requirements of20 CFR404.1529 and SSRs 96-4p and 96-7p. The 
undersigned has also considered opinion evidence in accordance with the requirements of 20 
CFlR 404.1527 and SSRs 96-2p, 96-6p and 06-3p. 
In terms of the claimant's right upper extremity crush injury which occurred on the claimant's 
alleged onset date of disability, Dr. Robert G. Hansen, M.D., a long-tenn and frequent treatment 
provider for the claimant, noted that post-surgical patho-logy showed myxoid degeneration in the 
nerve and nerve sheath and Dr. Hansen stated that the claimant will require long-term. ongoing 
and intense pain management due to his soft tissue injury on a permanent basis through a pain 
management provider. While Dr. Hansen believed that part-time light duty work would be good 
for the claimant psychologically, he stated the claimant could not perform the heavy labor he had 
performed in his past nor could he likely be expected to work on a full-time basis even at the 
sedt~ntary level. 
PO&1I:-crush injury, the cJaimant also had a drastic decrease in mental stability attributable to a 
combination of pre morbid menial impairments and the aftereffects ofms injury with new onset 
of chronic post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms. The record contains numerous 
compre:lensive and exhaustive revie-ws of the clalmanCs medical record via multiple psychiatric, 
~uropsychologic'll, and physical medical evaluations showing various premorbid mental 
imp;lirments including.. hut 119t linUted to, a persoQru..!!:Y <!(s~Jder and antisocial personality traits 
<lad characteristics with exhibited behavior including impUlsiveness, a patiern of unstable and 
intense interpersonal relationships, suicidal behavior. affective instability, inappropriate and 
llltense anger, franlic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment,. failure to confonn to social 
norms and lawful behaviors with arrests, impUlsiveness, irritability and aggressiven~ss, reckless. 
disregard for the safety of others and ofhimselI: and apparent lack ofremorse~ 
When considering premorbid factors, including borderline intellectual functioning limitinglhe 
claimant to unskilled wor~ with the new onset of chronic post-traumatic stress disorder 
symptoms and n~wonset of a chronic pain disorder due to his crush injury, it is clear that the 
claimant cannot make the transition to sedentary-lo-light work activity. Moreover, even if the 
claimant has developed some transferrabie skills, the combination ofms impairments would 
preclude engaging in full-time, competitive, remunerative work activity at any exertionallevel. 
Evide!lGing the severity ofthe claimant's decrease in mental stability, he underwent two post-
injury psychiatric admissions: one in September 2009 and another in March 2010. He was 
admitted to Intermountain Hospital from September 3 through September 7, 2009 - his first 
psychiatric hospitalization - with serious issues with anger dyscontrol, possible homicidal 
ideation, extreme hOSlility and irritability, feelings of worthlessness, persistent insomnia, and 
widl paranoia.. Additional symptoms included increasing hopelessness and helplessness and the 
daimai,t was having intrusive nightmares and flashbacks and experiencing extreme anger and 
mood lability. His estimated Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) on admission was 25 io 
30 and he experienced only a marginal improvement by the time of discharge with an estimated 
GAFof45. 
See Next Page 
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"TIle claimant had similar refrllL'1:ory symptoms during his admission to Intennountain from 
March 15 through !vlarch 24~ 201 0, with an estimated GAl' on discharge of only 40. 
In making the above findings, the undt.'Tsigned has also given significant weight to the medical 
opinion of Dr. Si Steinberg, M.D., of Life ways, who opined that 1be claimant's level of 
impairment, as of June 1, 2010, was "extremely high" and that he would not be able to work 
arolmd ofuers due to the ovenvbelming anxiety symptoms related to his post-traumatic stress 
disorder. Dr. Steinberg noted that, while post-traumatic stress disorder is treatable, it can take 
two to five years of effective treatment before an individual re-aches a point of pennanent 
medical stability. He staled that, unfortunately, due to the claimant's ongojng legal conflicts and 
other situational siressors, he has not even begun the recovery process. 
After considering the evidence of record, the undersigned finds that the claimant's medically 
determinable impairments could reasonably be expec!ed to produce the alleged symptoms, and 
that the claimant's statements concemingthe intensity, persistence and limiting effects of these 
symptoms ere generally credible. 
The S!.aie agency medical consul.tants' physical assessments and psychological consuit:'<nis' 
mental assessments are given little weight because other medica! opinions ace more consistent 
with the record as a whole and evidence received at the hearing level shows that the claimant is 
more limited than determined by the Slate agency cOlliiultants. 
6. The daimant is unable to perform any past relevant work (20 CFR 404.1565). 
l11e demands of the claimant's past relevant work exceed the residual functional (.,'apacity. 
7. The claim."l.Dt was a yotm.ger indhridual age 18-49 on the established disability onset 
date (26 eFR 404.1563). 
K The dailrumt has at least a high sclwol education and is a ble to communicate in 
English (20 CFR 404.1564). 
9. The claimanes acquired job skills do not translfer to other occupations within the 
residual functional capacity defined above (20 CFR 404.1568). 
10. Considering the claimant's age, edncation, work experience, and residual functional 
Cilpacity, there arc no jobs that exist in significant numbers in the national econOHlY that 
the claimant can perform (20 CFR 464. 1560(c) and 404.1566). 
111 determining whether a. successful adjustment to other work can be made, the undersigned 
must consider the claimant's residuallunctional capacity. age. education, and work experience in 
conjuncti on with the Mooical-Vocational Guidelines, 20 CFR Pru"t 404, Subpart P, Appendix 2. 
If lhe claimant can perform all or substantiaIly all ofth.e exertional demands at a give:l level of 
exertion, the medical-vocationa.l mles direct a conclusion of either "djsabled" or "not disabled" 
depending upon the claimant's specific vocational profile (SSR 83-11). When the claimant 
cannot pcrfonn substantially an of the exertional demands of work at a given level of exertion 
See NeAt Pa.ge 
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and/or has nonexertional limitations, the medical-vocational roles are used as a framework for 
decisionmaking unless there is a rule that directs a oonclusloll of'~disabled" without considering 
the additional exertionaI and/or nonexertionallimitations (SSRs 83-12 and 83-14). If the 
claimant has solely nonexertionalliroitatious, section 204.00 in the Medical-Vocational 
Guidelines provides a framework for decisionmaking (SSR 85-15). 
If the claimant had the residual fimctional capacity Lo perform the full range oflight work 
considering the claimant's age? education, and wad: experience, a finding of "not disabled" 
would be directed by Medical-Vocational Rule 202.21. However, lhe additionat limi1ations so 
narrow the range of 'work the claimant might otherwise perform that a fmding of "'disabled" is 
appropria1e under the framework of this rule. This conclusion is supported by Social Security 
Ruling(s) 85-15 and 96-8p. 
11. The claimant lIas been unde.' a ,Usability as defined in the Social Security Ad since 
Apro17, 2008. the alleged onset date of disability (20 CFR 464.1 520(g»). 
DECISION 
Based 011 the applicati6n for a period of disability and disability mSttra.nce benefits protectj 1.rciy 
filed on September 23,2009, the claimant has been disabled under ses+Jons 216(i) and 223(d) of 
the Social Security Act since April 17, 200&. 
The workers' compensation ofiset provi:{ions at 20 CFR,,404.408 may be applicable. 
Dennis Rogers 
Attorney Advisor 
March 28. 2011 
Date 
/30( 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 9th day of July, 2012, a true and correct copy of Claimant's 
faxed Brief on Motion to Deny Attorney's Lien, (25 pages), filed July 9, 2012, was served via 
facsimile machine process upon the following: 
ALANK.HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK (via fax) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
LYNN M LUKER 
FAX # (208) 375-0501 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
/ 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant/Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




ORDER DISMISSING APPELLANT'S 
MOTION FOR NEW HEARING 
FI 
On July 5, 2012, Claimant/Appellant filed a Motion for New Hearing Based on New 
Findings of Facts. Claimant has previously filed an appeal with the Idaho Supreme Court on this 
case. Therefore, the Commission has no jurisdiction to make any ruling on the merits of this 
case. The Commission DISMISSES Claimant/Appellant's motion for new hearing. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this \o-tk day of f ~ ,2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~ / ~~ .. Thorn E. Lim ~
ORDER DISMISSING APPELLANT'S MOTION 
FOR NEW HEARING- 1 
/ 
Thomas P. Baskin, Commissioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the II'r/i( day of cSJit, ,2012 a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER DISMISSiNG APPELLAN S MOTION FOR NEW HEARING 
was served by facsimile processing machine upon each of the following persons: 
JAMES W CLARK 
FAX # (360) 258-1619 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
ORDER DISMISSING APPELLANT'S MOTION 
FOR NEW HEARING~ 2 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant! Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S 
MOTION FOR MEDIATION 
FI E 
On June 14, 2012, Claimant!Appellant filed a Motion for a Mediation with Lynn Luker. 
The Commission's mediation department has contacted Mr. Luker and he has declined the 
opportunity to mediate. Mediation is a voluntary process which must have the approval of both 
parties. Therefore, the Commission DENIES Claimant/Appellant's request for mediation. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this IbtiA day of S4 ,2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~. Litg_h_, ____ 
ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S MOTION 
FOR MEDIATION - 1 
/ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 hereby certify that on the day of ~+.t ,2012 a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER DENYING APPELLANT' MOTION FOR MEDIATION was 
served by facsimile processing machine upon each of the following persons: 
JAMES W CLARK 
FAX # (360) 258-1619 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
ORDER DENYING APPELLANT'S MOTION 
FOR MEDIATION - 2 




CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 







On May 2, 2012, a decision was issued in the above-captioned case. The decision 
provided that Claimant's former attorney, Lynn Luker, should file a brief in support of his 
pending attorney lien within fourteen days. Mr. Luker did so. Claimant, after asking for two 
extensions of time, filed a reply on July 9,2012. 
Mr. Luker argues that he is entitled to fees of $2,730.00 and costs of $691.30 under his 
attorney fee agreement with Claimant. Mr. Luker was retained by Claimant on January 5, 2010. 
According to the attorney fee agreement, Claimant was responsible for paying "expenses 
incurred in the preparation of the case." Furthermore, Claimant agreed that if Mr. Luker were 
discharged or forced to withdraw from representing Claimant due to Claimant's lack of 
cooperation, Mr. Luker would then be entitled to costs and fees. 
Mr. Luker represented Claimant for almost one year, during which time he took the case 
to hearing. Post-hearing, Mr. Luker withdrew from the case, after he and Claimant had a 
"substantial disagreement about how the case should proceed and be presented." Mr. Luker's 
motion to withdraw was granted by the Commission on December 21,2010. 
ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES - 1 
/ 
13&7 
In his brief, Mr. Luker argues that he expended much effort in prosecuting this claim. His 
work included extensive counseling of Claimant, exhibit collection and preparation, discovery, 
negotiations, mediation, and depositions, as well as representing Claimant at hearing. However, 
Mr. Luker is requesting fees based only on his actual appearances in the case: mediation, three 
depositions, and the hearing itself. Together, these combine for twenty-one hours of appearance 
time. Mr. Luker requests an hourly fee of $130.00, as provided for in his attorney fee agreement 
with Claimant. Thus, the total fee requested by Mr. Luker is $2,730.00. Additionally, Mr. Luker 
requests $691.30 in costs, based on out-of-pocket expenses related to the depositions. 
Claimant objects to Mr. Luker's request for fees and costs. He characterizes Mr. Luker as 
a "quitter" who violated Claimant's trust and who failed to represent Claimant adequately. 
Claimant asserts that Mr. Luker doesn't "deserve a peace [sic] of lint" out of Claimant's pocket. 
Claims for attorney fees are subject to Commission approval. Idaho Code § 72-803. A 
claimant's attorney is entitled to reasonable attorney fees that are consistent with the fee 
agreement and are to be satisfied from "available funds." Available funds are sums of money to 
which a charging lien may attach. IDAPA 17.02.08.033.01.c. A charging lien may be asserted by 
an attorney who demonstrates that: 1) there are compensation benefits available for distribution 
on equitable principles, 2) the services of the attorney operated primarily or substantially to 
secure the funds out of which the attorney seeks to be paid, 3) it was agreed that counsel 
anticipated payment from compensation funds rather than from the client, 4) the claim is limited 
to costs, fees, or other disbursements incurred in the case through which the fund was raised, and 
5) there are equitable considerations that necessitate the recognition and application of the 
charging lien. IDAPA 17.02.08.033.01.c. In a case in which no hearing on the merits has been 
held, a fee equal to 25% of available funds shall be presumed to be reasonable; in a case in which 
a hearing has been held and briefs submitted, a fee equal to 30% of available funds shall be 
ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES - 2 
presumed to be reasonable. IDAPA 17.02.08.033.01.e. Mr. Luker withdrew before submitting a 
brief in this case. 
Applying the above to the instant matter, we find that Mr. Luker is entitled to his 
requested fee. Mr. Luker has demonstrated that there are compensation benefits available for 
distribution pursuant to the May 2, 2012 decision, which held that Claimant was entitled to total 
temporary disability, permanent partial impairment, and permanent partial disability benefits. 
Mr. Luker, through his work on Claimant's behalf, and specifically through his representation of 
Claimant at hearing, operated primarily or substantially to secure the award. The fee agreement 
provided that Mr. Luker's fees and costs would be paid via recovered compensation. Mr. Luker's 
claim is limited to costs and fees incurred in this claim. Finally, equity demands that Mr. Luker 
be compensated for the substantial work he performed in prosecuting this claim. Mr. Luker's 
requested fee is less than the 25% presumed reasonable by IDAPA provisions; however, Mr. 
Luker's request is based on recognition of hardships faced by Claimant, and we find this to be 
reasonable. We likewise find that Mr. Luker, pursuant to the attorney fee agreement, is entitled 
to be reimbursed for costs incurred in his representation of Claimant. 
Based on the foregoing analysis, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That: 
1. Surety shall pay to Mr. Luker $2,730.00 in fees and $691.30 in costs from the amount 
of the award reserved by the May 2, 2012 decision. 
2. The remainder of the reserved amount shall be paid to Claimant. 
DATED this IDT-1A day of July, 2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Thomas P. Baskin, Commissioner 
ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES - 3 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the loft{ day of July, 2012, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER GRANTING ATTORt~EY FEES was served by facsimile upon each of the 
following: 




LYNN M LUKER 
(208) 375-0501 
eb 
ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES - 4 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
FILE 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the \U~ day of July, 2012, true and correct copies of: 
1. Order Denying Appellant's Motion for Mediation, filed July 10,2012; 
2. Order Dismissing Appellant's Motion for New Hearing, filed July 10,2012; 
3. Order Granting Attorney Fees, filed July 10,2012; and 
4. Certificate of Service (Claimant's Brief on Motion to Deny Attorney's Lien), filed July 9, 
2012; 
filed in the above matter, were served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
JAMES W. CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER W A 98660 
Service of said documents was attempted via facsimile machine process, as indicated in 
the Certificate of Service within each document; however, said service failed as shown on the 
facsimile error transmission reports attached. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
/ 
1~IJ 
cc: RACHEL O'BAR 
L ThIN M LUKER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 2 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
07/10/201215:55 FAX 208332755 Idaho Industrial Comm 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
FILE D 
JUL - 9 2012 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSiON 
I hereby certify that on the 9th day of July, 2012, a true and correct copy of Claimant's 
faxed Brief on Motion to Deny Attorney's Lien, (25 pages), filed July 9, 2012, was served via 
facsimile machine process upon the following: 
ALAN K. ffiJLL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
LYNNMLUKER 
FAX # (208) 375-0501 
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 137'-1 
Jul13 12 07:46a James Clark 
James W Clark 
3515 Harney St. 
Vancouver Wash 98660 
HPh No. 1-360-258-1619 
Fax No. 1-360-719-2581 
CLAIMANT 
719-258, p,1 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF iDAHO 
James W Clark 
Claimant 
.CRYI BABY FOODS LLC 
Employer 








Can an attorney that was granted to withdraw through the 
commission based on conflicts based on attorneys fairy tale story on 
why attorney quit and not on actual facts request to the client that he 
would come back to finish claimant claim? 
137S 
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Can claimant request to an attorney that quit on daimant and was 
I 
grarlted through the commission to withdraw, to come back and finish 
I 
claihlants claim without first contacting the commission. 
Dueito claimants deadlines with the court of appeal claimant is 
requesting a speedy response to claimant's letter to be no later than 
July 16 2012. CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING A CERTIFICATE OF SERVICES 
TO BE FAX TO CLAIMANT 
I 
Thank you for your time on this matter. 
I hereby certified that on the 13th day of July 2012 a true and correct 
copy of the letter of motion was fax to: 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP c/o Lynn luker 
Mr. HuH & Rachael a'bar Fax# 1-208-375-0501 
Fax# 1-208-344-5510 
STATE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Fax# 1-208-332-1 
/37{o 
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James W Clark 
3515 Harney St. 
Vancouver Wash 98660 
HPh No. 1-360--258-1619 
Fax No. 1-360-719-2581 
CLAIMANT 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
James W Clark 
Claimant 
.CRY BABY FOODS LLC 
Employer 








Can an attorney that was granted to withdraw through the 
commission based on conflicts based on attorneys fairy tale story on 
why attorney quit and not on actual facts request to the client that he 
would come back to finish claimant claim? 
Ij 7 
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Can claimant request to an attorney that quit on claimant and was 
granted through the commIssion to withdraw, to come back and finish 
claimants claim without first contacting the commission. 
QUESTION 3) 
WHEN Jt\n ATTORNEY FILES A MOTION TO WITHDRAW ON CLAIMANT, 
DOES THE CLAIMANT NOT GET TO ARGUE BE FOR IT IS GRANTED? 
Due to claimants deadlines with the court of appeal claimant is 
requesting a speedy response to claimant's letter to be no later than 
July 116 2012. CLAIMANT IS REQUESTING A CERTIFICATE OF SERVICES 
TO SE FAX TO CLAIMANT 
I 
j 
rrhank you for your time on this matter. 
I 
I 
I he~ebv certified that on the 13th day of July 2012 a true and correct 
i ' 
copy of the letter of motion was fax to: 
Anderson, Julian & HuliLlP c/o Lynn luker 
Mr. Hull & Rachael Q'bar Fax# 1-208-375-0501 
Fax# 1-208-344-5510 
STATE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
/311 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JA.MES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 13th day of July, 2012, true and correct copies of Claimant's 
Motion Clarification of Rule 14 Attomey Withdraw (2 questions, 2 pages), and Motion 
Clarification of Rule 14 Attomey Withdraw (3 questions, 2 pages) filed in the above matter on 
July 13,2012, were served by facsimile processing machine upon the following: 
RACHEL O'BAR 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
LYNNMLUKER 
FAX # (208) 375-0501 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
Via Fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Mafie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
7 
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JAMES W CLA.RK 
3515 Hamey St. 
Vancouver w<lsh 98660 








NOTICE OF AMENDING 
APPEAL 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, 
Elllployer, 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND 
SURETY 
DEFENDANTS 
To .I /"l<!..-l e<..d L 




TO THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND AND THE PARTY'S 
ATTORNEY'S ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP AND THE CLERK OF THE 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO_ 
1:1 NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT JAMES W CLARK APPEALS 
AGAINST THE IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND TO THE IDAHO SUPREME 
COURT ON THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO'S 
FINNAL OPINION ON THERE FINDINGS OF FAGS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
AMEND TO ADD GRANTED ATTORNEY FEE 
07/13/2012 FRI 14:38 [TX/RX NO 7846] i4l001 
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OF LAW. 1) APPELLANT FAILD TO SHOW HE IS TOTALLY AND 
PERMANENTLY DISABLED AND/ OR THAT HE QUALIFIES AS ODD-LOT 
WORKER. 2.) THAT SURETY HAS DEMONSTRATED PROFESSIONAL 
COMPETEANCE AND REASONABLE PROCESSING OF APPELLANTS 
CLAIM. 3.) THE APPELLANT FAILED TO SHOW HE IS INTITLED TO 
ATTORNEY FEES. 4.) APPELLLANT HAD TO PAY HIS AITORNEY 25% 
WITCH CAME OUT TO BE 3,823.88 OF THE LITTLE AMOUNT OF 
BENEFITS APPELENT WAS PAYED 5.) SURETY IS TO RECEIVE CREDIT FOR 
OVERPAYMANT. 6.} BECAUSE UNAFECTIVE ASSTANCE OF COUNSEL 
7.} THE STATEMENT MADE BY MR.DONOHUE THAT THE APPELENT HAD 
FIRD A ATIORNEY IN LATE SEPTEMBER WITCH IS A LIE AND OTHERE 
FACTERS. INTERED IN THE ABOVE-ENTITILED ACTION ON THE I 2 DAY 
OF MAY 2012 
bL THE APPELLANT HAS A RIGHT TO APPEAL TO THE IDAHO 
SUPREME COURT, AND THE JUDGMENTS OR ORDERS DESCR~BED IN 
PARAGRAPH 1 ABOVE ARE APPELLABLE ORDERS UNDER AND 
PURSUANTTO RULE [e.g.(11{a){2) or (12(a))} I.A.R. 
3.{ A PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES ON APPEAL: 
THE APPELETE WAS IN A WORK RELATED INJURY ON APRil 17 2008 
THAT ALLMOST TOOK HIS LIFE AND ALMOST TOOK FROM THE MID 
FORARM TO MY FINGER TIPS OFF OF MY RIGHT ARM.{ I WAS RIGHT 
HANDED) ON APRil 17 2008 MY EMPLOYER CRY BABY FOODS LLC 
FILED A WORKERS COMPANSATION CLAlfllL BETWEEN APRIL 2 AND 
ARIL 52008 APPELETE HAD REGUISTED A HEFEREEL FROM THE DOCTOR 
THAT SEEN ME IN THE HOSPITAL AFTER BEING LIFE FLIGHTED FROM MY 
HOME TOWN OF WEISER IDAHO TO BOISE HOSPITAL TO A DOCTOR 
AMEND TO ADD GRANTED ATTORNEY FEE 
07/13/2012 FRI 14:38 [TX/RX NO 7846] 141002 
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THAT WAS IN MY HOME TOWN DO TO THE PAIN MEDICATION I WAS 
ON AND THE FACT THAT THE APPELETE HAD TO DO HIS OWN DRIVING 
FOR AT THAT TIME THE STATE FUND WOULD NOT HELP ME WITH 
TRANSPORTATION AND FOR SAFTY ISSUE OF DRIVING WHILE UNDER 
THE INFLUEANCE OF A CONTROLED SUPSTANCE. THEN BETWEEN MAY 
52008 AND MAY 292008 THE APPELETE FOUGHT WITH THE STATE 
FUND TO SEND MY REFEREL TO MY NEW DOCTOR THAT! HAD SET 
MY FIRST VISIT FOR ON MAY 302008. ON OUR AROUND MAY 23 2008. 
THEN DEBBIE FROM MY NEW DOCTOR CALLS WANTING TO COUNCILE 
MY APPOINTMENT DUE TO THEY HAVE NOT RECIEVED MY REFEREL 
FROM THE STATE FUND. THE APPELETE EXSPLAIND TO DEBBIE TO HOLD 
OFF AND I WILL WORK ON GETTING THE REFEEREL. EVERYDAY TWO 
THREE TIMES A DAY I WOULD CALL THE STATE FUND TO FIND OUT 
WHATTHE HOLD UP IS. AND THEN LATE AFTERNOON ON MAY 29 2008 
DEBBIE FROM DOCTOR HANSENS OFFICE CALLS AND TELL ME THAT 
THEY HAD NOW RECIEVED MY REFERREL TO START SEEING DR. 
HANSEN. BY THIS INFORMATION THE APPELETE NOW BELEAVES HE 
NO LONGER HAS TO DRIVE BACK AND FOURTH TO BOISE FOR 
.\lIEDICAL APPOINTMENTS. APPELETE SEE'S HCS NEW DOCTER ON MAY 
302008 AND SETS MY NEXT APPOINTMENT FOR TWO WEEKS. 
ON JUN 5 2008 APPELELE PICKS UP A CERTIFIDE 
LETTER ATTHE POST OFFICE FROM HIS EMPLOYER STATING THE 
APPELET HAS BEEN RETURNED TO WORK FULL TIME 10 HR. DAY FOUR 
TO FIVE DAYS A WEEK. I CONTACTED MY EMPLOYER AND I WAS TOLD 
BY KEN ADAM MY SUPERVISOR THAT HE REC~VED A PHONE CALL 
ASKING IF I WAS RELEASD BACK TO WORK AT A LIGHT DUTIE 
RESTICTION ON HAND MOTIFIDE WORK IF HE COULD ACOMODATE IT 
AMEND TO ADD GRANTED ATTORNEY FEE 
1-3p., 
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AND HE SAID YES. THEN I CONTACTED THE STATE FUND AND WAS TOLD 
THAT MY DOCTOR THAT I WAS FIGHTING THE STATE FUND ON TO GET 
HIS REFEREEL SNVT OVER TO DR.HANSEN SO I CAN CONTINUE MEDICAL 
TREATMENT WITH HAD RELEASED ME TO GO BACK TO WORK AND IF I 
DID NOT RETURN TO WORK THAT THEY WOUULD CONSIDER ME AS A 
NO SHOW. SO I WAS FORCED TO RETURN BACK TO WORK EVEN 
THOUGH I WAS SEEING DOCTERS 5 DAYS A WEEK DO TO CHANGE THE 
DRESSING THAT HAD TO BE DONE EVERY DAY BY A DOCTOR DUE TO 
THE MASIVE SWELLING AND THE DRAINAGE THAT WAS HAPPENING 
BECAUSE OF THE OPEN WOUND THE COULD NOT CLOSE FOR OTHERE 
WAS MY ARM WOULD HAVE GOTTEN INFECTED AND SEEING 
COUNSllORS TO DEAL WITH THE NIGHTMARES I WAS HAVEING OF THE 
MACHINE THAT ALMOST TOOK MY LIFE. 
THE STATE FUND AND SANDY BASKET WITH THE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION REHAB DIVISSION COMMITTED FRAUD AND EXTRINSIC 
FRAUD ON MAY 29 2008. THE APPELETE DID NOT UNCOVER THE 
EXTRINSIC FRAUD TELL JULY 25 2008. 
I WAS ASKING THE STATE FUND HOW THEY WHERE ABLE TO 
GET A DOCTOR TO SYN OFF ON A RETURN TO WORK ORDER 
CONSIDERING I HAD NOT SEEN HIM FOR ALMOST THREE WEEKS AND 
DID NOT SEE HIM TO GO OVER ANYTHING. AND THEY WOULD NOT 
TELL ME ANYTHING BUT THAT HE DID. 
ON JULY 92008 APPELETE FILED A COMLAINT WITH THE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION AS MR. DONOHUE THE REFEEREE ONtl HOW WAS THE 
STATE FUND ABLE TO GET A DOCTER THAT I HAD NOT SEEN AND WAS 
NOT GOING TO SEE SYN OfF ON A RETURNE TO WORK OOER AND THE 
AMEND TO ADD GRAN"TED ATIORNEY FEE 
I r3'd3 
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318.00 THAT THEY OWED ME FOR THE WEEK I WAS OFF TEEl MY NEW 
DOCTER TOOK ME BACK OFF WORK AFTER FINDING OUT THAT THE 
STATE FUND HAD RETURN ME BACK TO WORK. OSHA WAS CONTACTED 
BY APPELETE IN MID JUN 2008 AND IN MID JULY OSHA FOUND MY 
COMPANY TO BE IN 21 SIEREOUE VIOLATIONS AND FIND THEM FOR 15 
AND FOUND THEM GUILTY OF NOT GIVING THERE EMPLOYEE A SAFE 
WORK PLACE. 
THEN ON JULY 25 2008 APPELETE WAS REVIEWING MEDICALE RECORD 
THAT THE CLAIMANT REGUSTED AND RECIEVED FROM THE STATE 
FUND ON JUN 302008 BY MAIL. AND THAT SANDY BASKETT WITH THE 
COMMISSIONS REB DIV HAD ALSO SYN OFF ON THE SAME DOCUMENT 
THAT THE STATE FUND WAS TELLING ME THEY KNEW NOTHING ABOUT 
EVEN THOUGH THEY ALSO HAD SYND OFF ON IT. 
BECAUSE SANDY BASKETT WORKS iN A FIELD OFFICE IN 
PAYETTE IDAHO FROM THE BOSIE MAIN OFFICE I TOOK IT APON 
MYSELF TO FIND OUT WHAT WAS NOT ATTACH TO THE DOCUMENT I 
WAS READING. I WENT TO SANDY BASKETT OFFICE AND REGUESTED A 
CaPlE OF THIS SO CALLED JOB SITE EVALUATiON THAT WAS SUPPOSE 
TO BE ATTACH TO THE DOCUMENT IN HAND. 
SANDY BASKETT AND CAROL GAURLAND AND THE STATE FUND HAD 
CLEARLY COMMITTED FRAUD AND EXTRINSIC FRAUD BY WITHHOUNG 
A JOBSITE EVALUATION, PREPARED BY MY FORMER TREATING 
DOCTOR. THrS VALUABLE MEDICAL INFORMATION WAS KEPT FROM MY 
BOSS KEN ADAM AND ME. THIS CAUSE MY BOSS, KEN ADAM, TO 
UNKNOWINGLY PUT MY LIFE IN DANGER AND IN JEOPARDY. AFTER 
REVIEW!NG WHAT WAS IN TH!S REPORT THE APPElETES RESTRICTION 
'""',- " 
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WOULD NOT BEEN AVALUABLE TO PERFORM EVEN IF lOR MY BOSS 
WOULD HAVE HAD IT. 
p.6 
SANDY BASKETT AND THE STATE FUND ALSO COMETTED FRAUD IN THE 
INDUCEMENT rN MISLEADING THE OTHER PARTY TO THE FACT OPON 
WHICH HE OR SHE WILL BASE HIS OR HER DICISION TO ACT. 
THE STATE FUND HAS MEDICAL RECORDS THAT WAS USED AT 
APPELETES HEARING OF NOV 18 2010 THAT WAS USED IN THE 
COMMISSION FINNALL DICCISION ON MAY 2r 2012 THAT THE STATE 
FUND DID NOT HAVE PROPPER PERMISSION TO USE OR HAVE. Ms.OWN 
WITH THE STATE FUND UED UNDER OUTH ABOUT THE MEDICAL 
RECORDS THAT WAS USED IN THE COMMISSION FINDINGS OF FACTS 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW. THESE MEDICAL RECORD WHERE RECIVED 
\/\fjTHOUT PERMISSION BY THE APPELETE ON AUG.1 2008, AUG 7 2008, 
AUG 11, 2008. 
LYNN LUKER ATTORNEY FOR THE APPELETE FROM JAN 2010 TO 
DEC 21,2010 QUIT TWICE ON THE APPELETE ONCE THROUGH THE 
COMMISSON WITCH WAS GRANTED ON DEC 21; 2010. AND THE 
APPELETE REHIRED LYNN LUKER ON DEC 23,2010. THE ONLY THING 
THAT MR LUKER WANTED THE APPELETE DO IS TO SETTLE AND THE 
APPELETE WOULD NOT. THE APPELETE BEG MR.LUKER TO PLEASE 
HAVE MY DOCTORS TO APPEAR AT APPELETE HEARING BUT WOULD 
NOT AGAIAN IT WAS ALL ABOUT ME TO TAKE A SETTLMENT FROM THE 
STATE FUND. MR LUKER REFUSSED TO HAVE ALL MY DOCTOERS 
DEPOSITION WITH IN THE 14 DAYS AFTER MY HEARING. AGAINE IT WAS 
ALL ABOUT SETTLE!NG. AND IT WAS ALL ABOUT GETTING THE HELP I 
NEEDED TO HELP WITH UNDERSTANDING HOW TO DEAL WITH LIFE 
I 
AMEND TO ADD GRANTED ATTORNEY FEE 
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WtTH OUT BEING ABLE TO DO THE KIND OF WORK I DID TO MAKE A 
LIVING. AND THAT MY RIGHT ARM WILL NEVER LOOK THE SAME AND 
EVERY DAY I LOOK AT IT IT'S A REMINDER OF ME FIGHTING FOR MY 
UFE FOR TEN MINUTE. THfS IS MY LIFE THAT WAS ALMOST TAKEN. MR. 
LUKER WOULD NOT DO ANYTHING ABOUT THE STTATE FUNDS ACTIONS 
THE APPELETE HAD ALREADY HAD FI LED WITH THE COMM!SSION 
ABOUT HOW THE STATE FUND CAME INTO PERSSION OF APPElETES 
OLD MEDICAL RECORDS THAT HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH THE 
ACCIDENT OF APRIL17 2008. THE APPELETE SYN UP FOR SOCIAL 
SECURITY DISABILITY ON JULY 20 2010 FOR MR. LUKER ALSO BELEAVED 
THAT THE APPELETE WAS DISABLED UNDER THE ODD-lOT RULE AND 
SENT THE STATE FUND A SETTLEMENT OFFER OF 476.000 ON JUN 1 
2020. BUT DID NOT WANT THE APPElETE TO FOLLOW THROUGH WITH 
SSD TELL AFTER THE COMMISSION DECISSION. THE APPELETE WAS 
UPSET FOR I WAS lOSEING EVERTHING DO TO THE HARDSHIP THAT 
THIS WORK ACCIDEND HAD DONE. THEN AFTER MR LUKER QUITTHE 
SECOND TIME THE APPELETE FOLLOWED THROUGH WITH SSD AND 
WAS AWARDED SSD DO TO MY INJURY AND WITH THE SAME MEDICAL 
REPORTS THE COMMISSION USED. AND SSD FOUND THAT MY 
DISABILITY STATED APRIL 17 2008 TO THE PRECENT. I DID CONTACT MS. 
OIBAR THE ATTORNY FOR THE STATE FUND ABOUT THE FINDINGS. AND 
THEN MR.LUKER, ATTORNY, LEGISLATOR, WANTS EVERYONE TO 
BELEAVE THAT I WAS THE PROPLEM WHY HE QUIT SO UNTRUE. 
THE APPElETE REQUEST THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS TO BE 
INClUIDED IN THE COMMISSIONS RECORD IN ADDITION TO THOSE 
AUTOMATICALLY INCLUDED UNDER RULE 28 LA.R. 
AMEND TO ADO GRANTED ATIORNEY FEE 
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IN ADDITION TO WHAT APPELLANT AlREADED REQUESTED, 
APPELLANT WANTS TO ENClUEO: 
1) ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY FEES, FILED JULY 10 2012 
p.8 
2) ATTORNEY AND CLAIMANTS FEE AGREEMENT THAT ATTORNEY 
WAS TO FILE TIME OF APERANCE ON BEHALF OF CLAIMANT JAN 
5 2010. 
3) ALL MOTIONS FILED ON ATTORNEY LEAN & FEES. 
4) FULL TRANSCRIPTS OF ALL DEPOSITIONS AND HEARINGS 
PERFORMED BY THE tAW FIRM OF ANDERSON JULIAN &HUll 
ON BEHALf OF THE STATE FUND 
5) FULL TRANSCRIPT OF APPELLANTS HEARING OF NOV 17 OR 18 
2010 
6) ALL COMUNECATIONS BY ALL PARTYS BYE WAY OF 
FAX,SCAN,MAILED, CONNECTED TO CLAIMANTS CLAIM IN ANY 
COMPASITY IS TO BE FORWORDED 
1) FULL TRANSCIPTS OF ALL HEARINGS AND DEPOSITIONS DONE BY 
CLAIMANTS ATTORNEY BETWEEN JAN 52010 THROUGH DEC 31 
2012 OR MOTtONS 
8) ALL DOCUMENTS USED IN THE INDUSTRIALS COMMISSIONS 
FINDINGS OF FACTS FOR THE STATEMENT TO BE USED AS A 
fiNDINGS Of FACT 
1.) MS. OWN HELD ON DEC 9 IOIO/REPOR.TERS NAME, DEAN WILLIS 
·v,' 
(,~) :: 
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CSR 95 
2.) ALL MOTIONS AND ORDERS FILED WITH THE COMMISSION BY THE 
STATE FUND BETWEEN AUGUST 15 2008 THRUGH OCT 102008 IN 
REGURDS TO THE APPElETE SYNING MEDICAL RELEASES FOR APPELETE 
OLD MEDICAL RECORDS THAT DID NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH 
THE ACCIDENT. 
3.) THE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM AND THE LETTER THE STATE FUND 
USED TO RECIEVE APPELETE PRIVITE HEALTH RECORDS ALONG WITH 
THE LETTER THAT WAS SENT WITH THE RELASE FORM USED ON DEC 1 
2008 TO GET APPELETES MEDICAL RECORDS FOM THE IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION. 
4.) THE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM AND THE LETTER THE STATE FUND 
USED TO RECIEVE THE APPELETES PRIVIT HEALTH RECORD FROM SAIF 
INSURANCE OUT OF OREGON ON AUG, 72008. 
5.) THE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ALONG WITH THE LETTER THAT THE 
STATE FUND USED ON AUG II 2008 TO RECIEVE THE APPELETES PRIVITE 
HEATH RECORDS FROM HOLY ROSERY HOSPITAL IN ONTERIO OR. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. 
AMEND TO ADD GRANTED ATTORNEY FEE 
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A true and correct copy of this letter has been sent to the following by 
way of fax. 
lynn m luker/attorney/legislator 1-208-375-0501 
Attorneys for defendant's Rachael a/bar jMr. hull 1-208-344-5510 
Industrial commission; 1-208-332-7558 
<S icrvl and dated on the \5 
'~ 
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BEFORE THE I]\.TJ)USTRL-\L COM1\lISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLL\RK, 
Claimant, IC 2008-013505 
v. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, FilE 0 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSlJRANCE FUND, 
1 hereby certify that on the 13th day of July, 2012, a true and correct copy of Claimant's 
Notice of Amending Appeal to Include Granted Attorney Fee (10 pages), filed in the above 
matter on July 13,2012, was served by facsimile process machine upon the following: 
ALAN HULL 
RACHAEL O'BAR 
FAX # (208) 344-5510 
cc: JAMES W. CLARK 
via Fax 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
LYNN M LUKER 
FAX # (208) 375-0501 
/' 
/ \ 
INDJ!ST" ~ C()MM~ION 
/ ' / 
l / /" // /f 
/ /:/.,'. ' . . ~<I/,-------._.,.~-
Marie Wilson 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
/ 
CERTIFICATION 
I, Marie Wilson, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho, hereby CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct 
photocopy of the Notice of Amending Appeal to Include Granted Attorney Fee; and the whole 
thereof, in IC case number 2008-013505 for James ·W. Clark. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of 
( l 




Assistant Commission Secfe;ap S~\ 
~ --: \. ''1.(.: :: 
~ . .. ........ *.. e to •• ~ .... ~ .... 
" //' ".I$ •• ".:v ..,.' 
r r ...J/~ ,...,,~ 
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FrlltHltlS-\.\'\\\\. 
CERTIFICATION - JAMES W. CLARK - 1 
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CERTIFICATION OF RECORD 
I, Marie Wilson, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains true and correct copies of all 
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record Supreme 
Court No. 40016-2012 on appeal by Rule 28(b )(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and by the 
Notice of Appeal, Notice of Amended Appeal to Include Granted Attorney Fee and Defendants' 
Request for Additional Records, pursuant to the provisions of Rule 28(c). 
I further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in this proceeding, if~, are 
correctly listed in the List of Exhibits. Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court upon 
settlement of the Reporter's Transcript and Agency's Record herein. 
DATED this ~day of July, 2012. 
CERTIFICATION OF RECORD (SC # 40016-2012 RE: JAMES \V. CLARK) - 1 
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BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant-Appellant, 
v. 
CRY BABE FOODS, LLC, Employer 
Defendant, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Supreme Court Docket No. 40016-2012 
Industrial Commission No. 2008-013505 
NOTICE OF COMPLETION 
TO: STEPHEN KENYON, Clerk of the Courts; and 
JAMES W. CLARK, Pro Se Claimant! Appellant; and 
ALAN K. HULL and RACHAEL M. O'BAR, for the Defendant(s) Employer & 
Surety-Respondent. 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Agency's Record was completed on this date, 
and, pursuant to Rule 24(a) and Rule 27(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, copies of the same have been 
served by regular U.S. mail upon: 
JAMES W. CLARK 
3515 HARNEY ST 
VANCOUVER, W A 98660 
And by personal delivery upon: 
ALANK. HULL 
RACHAEL M. O'BAR 
250 S 5th St, Ste 700 
BOISE ID 83707 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, pursuant to Rule 29(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, 
all parties have twenty-eight days from this date in which to file objections to the Agency's 
NOTICE OF COMPLETION (docket # 40016-2012 Re: James W. Clark) - 1 
1313 
Record, including requests for corrections, additions or deletions. In the event no objections to 
the Agency's Record are filed within the twenty-eight day period, the Reporter's Transcript and 
Agency's Record shall be deemed settled. 
DATED this I~day of July, 2012. 
Assistant Commission 
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